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Volume 2 I Issue 4 1 Summer 2003 
Features 
Chili Peppers and 
Smiley Faces 
Grand Valley students are the No. l 
users of a Web site that rates professors 
on everything from helpfulness to 
hotness. 
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School of Communications 
celebrates 20 years 
Emerging from Grand Valley's cluster 
co lleges, the School of Communications 
is now one of the largest academic units 
on campus. 
Fast-track to doctorate 
By entering a federal program that 
grooms doctoral candidates, an alumna 
has completed her Ph.D. well before 
she turns 30. 
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1,000 stitches per inch 
Artist Ray Materson's intricate 
embroi dery te ll s ta les of drug abuse 
and pri so n. Read thi s alumnus' journey 
from inmate to "one of the great 
masters. " 
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Grand Valley State 
JUL 1 LO 3 
Univ ,ity L',brary 
Departments 
Ron Perkins usually drives an 
economical Geo Metro. Find out 
why on summer weekends he 
fli es down a straight-track at 
90 mph in a modified VW Beetle. 
Contact Us 
Gremel Valley Magazine is a 
publication of News & Information 
Services. Comments and suggestions 
are welcome. 
E-mail J gvmagazine@gvsu.edu 
Write J Gremel Valley Magazine 
Grand Valley State Uni versity 
I Campus Drive 
260 LMH 
Allendale, MI 4940 I 
Grand Val ley State Uni versity is an affi rmati ve 
action/equal opportunity institution. 
GVNOW 
Loo k for dai ly ca mpus news updates at gvnow.gvsu.edu. 
Cover: "Sunrise Sunset," a 1999 embroidery by Ray 
Materson. (Actual image is 2 inches by 3 inches.) 
CAMPUS I NEWS 
Big shoes, big hat to fill: 
Students try out for ''Louie" - by Miche le Coffill 
Maybe it's the hat. After all , the Skipper 
in "Gilligan's Island" looked great in his. 
Perhaps it's the cool boots, or Jay Leno-
li ke chin. 
Whatever their reason, six students 
auditi oned to be Loui e the Laker for the 
upcoming school year. Actually, Loui e 's 
popularity warrants the need for two 
Louies - one for games, another for 
publi c appearances. 
"Ever since my freshman year, I've 
wanted to do it," said a Louie hopeful. 
(Like all mascots, Louie's true identity is 
secret.) "I' m athletic and outgoing, 
especially when no one knows it's me." 
Anonymity seemed to be a recurring 
theme among the contestants. From 
another: "I would enjoy keeping the whole 
superhero identity a secret. " 
Students were interviewed and given a 
series of tasks by athl etic department 
judges, including head cheer!eadi ng coach 
Erica Granata because Louie is one of the 
squad members. Seated at a long tabl e, 
they resembled the famous three from 
"American Idol. " 
Doug Lipinski , marketing director for 
athl etics, said th is was the first time the 
department has held Louie tryouts. In past 
years, the student inside the costume had 
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been hand-picked. 
"Our requests for Lo ui e have 
gone way up," Lipinski said. 
The Lou ie hopeful s 
understood the seriousness 
that goes with wearing a 
giant foa m head. 
' 'I' m fun , energetic and 
always give 104 percent," 
said a female student. From 
another: "There's a sense of 
pride that goes with Louie." 
After questions from the 
judges, they were asked to 
mime situations that Louie 
often encounters. Laker fans are 
- at times - shy and un wi lling to 
si ng the school fight song or do "the 
wave." The potential Louies pranced , 
danced, and cartwheeled around a 
gym fl oor in the Fieldhouse to show how 
they would coax fa ns to cheer. 
With onl y a basketball to hide behind , 
some students found it d ifficult to act like 
Louie without the protection of the 
costume. One, however, had grand dreams 
of a NBA halft ime show. 
"I would like to practice using a spring-
board and dunking the basketball ," he said . 
The audition was the first of two stages 
Louie the Laker 
of Loui e tryouts. Granata wi ll interview 
call-backs later th is summer. The stress of 
auditioning didn ' t appear to faze 
contestants, parti cularly one who li sted 
prior mascot experience. 
"I was Raggedy Ann, a clown, and 
Winnie the Pooh for a summer," she said. 
000 
A Louie hopeful entertains Laker fan Angela Goyette, '03. 
At left, Doug Lipinski, marketing director for ath letics, smiles during 
tryouts for Louie the Laker. 
Lions select Kircus, Anes 
Lions coach Steve Mariucci 
The All-America 
pass-and-catch com-
bination of Curt Anes 
and David Kircus wi ll 
trade Laker blue for 
Honolulu blue this 
fall. 
The Detroit Lions 
selected Kircus, a 
wide receiver, in the 
sixth round of the 
NFL draft. Anes, who 
quarterbacked the 
Lakers to the 2002 Division II national 
championship, was signed as a free agent. 
Kircus, who li ves in Imlay City, said he is glad 
to play close to home. 
CAMPUS I NEWS 
"I am excited (to play with the Lions)," he said. Curt Anes runs the 40-yard dash past NFL scouts. 
"Tt is my hometown. I grew up following the Lions. 
It is a nice atmosphere over here (in Detroit). 
Everyone is confident in where this club is going." 
He joins only two other Lakers who were 
drafted. In 1982, Rob Rubick was selected by the 
Lions; and in 1980, Ron Essink was drafted by the 
Seatt le Seahawks. 
In March, Anes and Kircus led other Lakers who 
performed a series of strength, speed, and agility 
tests before 25 NFL scouts and new Detroit Lions 
coach Steve Mariucci. The workout day, held in the 
Fieldhouse, was a first at Grand Valley. 
Other NFL hopefuls included Teirnnce Banks, 
Ph il Condon, Reggie Spearmon, Brent Lesniak, 
Todd DeVree, Orlando Williams, and Melvin Estes. 
Scott Mackey, a junior, was evaluated for the 2004 
NFL draft. David Kircus dances his way through an ag ility drill. 
One of Grand Valley's newest graduates 
ta lks on a cell phone while searching the 
commencement audience for her family. 
... -------------------------
New graduates urged to 
learn, grow, and prosper 
Many people think of graduation as an 
end to their college years, but there 's 
much more to celebrate, sa id Kent Bottles, 
commencement speaker for the April 
ceremony. 
"It ' s reall y about a new beg inning and a 
new phase in your careers. Today is indeed 
an end and a beginning," he told graduates . 
Bottles is pres ident and CEO of the Grand 
Rapids Medical Education and Research 
Center for Health Professions (MERC) 
and a vice provost for health at Grand 
Valley. 
Close to l ,600 graduates and their 
fam ilies and friends filled the Van Andel 
Arena to capac ity. The total number of 
graduates numbered more than 2,000. 
Bottles demonstrated hi s science 
acumen by urg ing graduates to elicit feed -
back throughout their lives to gauge how 
they ' re doing, beco me better people, and 
to prosper. 
"Experience itself does not transmit 
wisdom ; wisdom comes from anal yzing 
feedback," he said. " Feedback is essential 
to learning and growth," whether talking 
about people, bacteria in a petri di sh, or 
an imal populations, noted Bottles. 
One of Bottles ' final comments drew 
resounding cheers from the sea of 
graduates seated before him: he thanked 
their parents for guiding their children to 
this new stage in their lives. Parents 
savored the excellent feedback. 
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CAMPUS I NEWS 
Human rights champion speaks 
on business ethics 
* .~.,. '".r 
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Pe imin Ni, philosophy professor, presents 
John Kamm with a piece of his Chinese 
calligraphy artwork. 
Panel members, clockwise from left, are 
Peimin Ni; George Jackoboice, CFO of 
Monarch Hydraulics; Jon Jellema, Arts and 
Humanities dean; and John Kamm. 
Lane named 
Esther Seidman 
Chair 
Pau l M. Lane has been named the 
Esther Seidman Chair of Grand 
Valley 's Seidman School of Business . 
The Esther Seidman Endowment 
was made possible by a gift from the 
Seidman Family Foundation in 1989 to 
recruit and maintain excellent 
educational leadership. 
"Paul was selected for his innovative 
leadership in business," sa id David E. 
Mielke, dean of the school. "Seidman 
Schoo l of Business strives to exce l at 
innovation, the appli cation of concepts 
and the integration of knowledge. Paul 
will help us meet those goals." 
Lane, of Holl and, joined the 
Seidman School of Business in 1998 
and has served as chair of the 
market ing department since 2000. He 
has chaired the MBA committee, 
launched an e-commerce certificate 
program fo r the school , and helped 
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Thirteen years ago, John Kamm, a 
successful and respected American business-
man in China, suggested to Chinese officials 
that a young, Hong Kong political prisoner 
be freed. The officials were outraged by 
Kamm's audacity; a month later the inmate 
walked free. 
Now widely known as a champion of 
human rights, Kamm talked about corporate 
ethics at Grand Valley in April. His lecture, 
"The Third Way," at the De Vos Center was 
fo llowed by a panel discussion in volving 
local business leaders. 
In 1990, Kamm was president of Hong 
Kong's American Chamber of Commerce 
and a vice president of Occidental Chemical 
Corporation when he discovered that 
international businesses operating in China 
can use their influence to improve human 
rights. As executive director of the San 
Francisco-based Dui Hua ("dialogue") 
Foundation, he urges American corporations 
dealing with China to become ambassadors 
fo r American values and rights. 
• •• 
develop the international program 
initiative. He also heads the team that 
produces the Seidman Update and will 
lead the school in deve loping new 
programs. 
Lane earned a bachelor 's degree 
from Earlham Co llege, a MBA from 
Stetson, and a doctorate from 
Michigan State Uni versity. 
Paul Lane 
"I now u·avel to China four times a year 
and bring with me lots of names of [political 
pri soners], and then we press for written 
responses," he said to a Grand Valley 
audience. "We see that in a significant 
number of cases, these people are given 
sentence reductions or early releases, or 
some other upgrade in their condition." 
Kamm has been responsible fo r the 
release or reduced sentences of more than 
250 imprisoned Chinese di ssidents. One 
success was the release of Tibetan nun 
Ngawang Sangdrol, China 's longest-serving 
female poli tical prisoner, who traveled to the 
U.S. in March. 
From atop 
'Health Hill' 
Open for classes in August, the Cook-
DeVos Center for Health Sciences houses 
Grand Valley 's Kirkhof School of Nursing 
and School of Health Professions. Read 
more about the building on "Health Hill," 
its students and faculty in the fall issue 
of Grand Valley Magazine. 
·• 
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It's been 40 years already! 
Send us your memories 
LH.it LlL 
Students walk up the steps of Lake Superior Hall in this 1960s-era photo. 
Upperclassmen established a trad ition that freshmen had to wear beanies during 
"Freshmen Week." What trad itions do you remember? 
Grand Valley State College first 
opened its doors in September 1963. In 
1973, in honor of its "cluster of 
co ll eges" concept (namely Thomas 
Jefferson, Wi ll iam James and Kirkhof 
colleges, and the Co llege of Arts and 
Sciences), an "s" was added to the encl 
of its name. Grand Valley shed that "s" 
in 1982 when it returned to its sing le 
co ll ege status. After approval from the 
Michigan Legislature, it earned its 
present name in 1987. 
Forty years have passed since the 
first class of 226 students entered 
Grand Va lley - when women wore 
skirts and stockings (always) and 
freshmen wore beanies (really 1) . Grand 
Valley now has nearl y 49,000 alumni. 
Where do you fit in? 
Gremel Valley Magazine wants your 
reco ll ections of the time you spent at 
Grand Valley. For instance, did you 
attend a concert in the Dome, or dance 
at the Blues & Jazz Festival? Did you 
meet or propose to your spouse on 
campus? Diel you have a memorable 
ex perience being part of a campus 
organi zation ? Was there a parti cul ar 
faculty member who became a mentor? 
Are you that guy who supposed ly 
mooned board members when they 
were di scuss ing the closing of the 
c luster co ll eges? 
What do you remember? How did 
Grand Valley help shape you r li fe ? 
Please tell us. Recollections will be 
featured in a future issue of Gremel Valley 
Magazine. Faculty and staff submissions 
are welcome, too. Please include your 
name, phone number (not fo r publication), 
year you graduated, and your degree. 
Submissions may be brief or longer 
(please keep to less than 400 words) and 
are subject to editing. Send us a photo of 
you fro m your college clays (photos will 
be returned). 
Send your memori es to Grctnd Valley 
Magazine, Grand Vall ey State 
Un iversity, l Campus Dr. , 260 LMH, 
All endale MI 4940 1; or e- mail to 
gvmagazine@gvsu.ec1u. 
RESEARCH I NEWS 
Restoring the greatness of 
the Great Lakes 
For the past six years, Rick Rediske has 
been testing for contamjnated sediments in 
Muskegon Lake and White Lake. Among 
hi s findin gs are heavy metals and organic 
chemicals. Those pollutants are byproducts 
, of industry - and telling remnants of 
Muskegon 's industrial past. 
Thanks to the Great Lakes Legacy Act, 
Rediske wi ll now be ab le to ass ist in the 
c leanup of those remnants. 
"The cleanup is very costly, and this is 
the first substantial amount of funds that 
has been appropri ated for that kind of 
work," said Rediske, a research scienti st 
at Grand Valley's Ann is Water Resources 
Institute. 
Passed by Congress in fa ll 2002, the 
act authori zes $270 million for cleaning 
up contaminat d sediments in the Great 
Lakes' so-ca ll ed "toxic hot spots" (which 
are officially known as "areas of 
concern"). It is considered an important 
milestone in regional efforts to restore and 
protect the Great Lakes . 
One of the act's sponsors, U.S. Rep. 
Peter Hoekstra, R-Holland, spoke at a 
meeting at Grand Valley's Lake Michigan 
Center in Muskegon. 
"The clean-up of contaminated 
sediments in the Great Lakes region is an 
urgent matter in Michigan ," Hoekstra 
said . "Now that the Great Lakes Legacy 
Act has been signed into law we must 
begin the work necessary to implement 
thi s legislation and restore the Great 
Lakes ." 
There are 42 such areas of concern 
around the Great Lakes - and 14 of them 
are in Michigan , said Alan Stei nman, 
director of the Annis Water Resources 
Institute. That's why the institute hosted 
the April meeti ng of federal, state and 
local agencies that are trying to figure out 
how to implement the act. 
''Our goal was to get representatives 
from each of the areas of concern in 
Michigan here to the Lake Michigan Center 
to hear about the Legacy Act, to hear what 
it wi ll do and what it won't do. They can 
ask questi ons of all the agencies in volved to 
fi gure out how to move forward ," said 
Steinman. "It's a tremendous oppo11unity to 
deal with a lot of the critical players al I at 
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once, and hopefully to start seeing 
some themes emerge.' ' 
The meeting's sponsors included the 
U.S . Env ironmenta l Protecti on Agency, 
Michi gan Department of 
Environmental Quali ty, Great Lakes 
Commiss ion, Grand Valley State 
University, and the Statewide Public 
Advisory Counci l for Michigan's Great 
Lakes Areas of Concern Program. 
Each of those entities came to the 
meeting with a common goal in mind . 
"The goal is to get them de-listed -
that is to clean up the contaminated 
sediment in each of these areas of 
concern ," said Steinman. 
That's not a simple task, Steinman 
noted, adding that onl y one has been 
removed from the li st since the li st was 
formed in the '80s - and that was in 
Canada. 
One of the reasons there hasn ' t been 
much progress is that the c leanups are 
costly and difficult. 
"The cleanup is very costly, 
and this is the first substantial 
amount of funds that has 
been appropriated for that 
kind of work." 
- Rick Rediske 
"There are two options - take all the 
sediment out and dispose of it with some 
kind of treatment, or treat it in place," said 
Rediske. For example, a cleanup that's 
currently ongoing on White Lake involves 
removing 80,000 cubic yards of sediment 
and disposing of it. 
"That's a lot of dump trucks at LO 
yards a piece,'· Rediske said . 
The meeting's morning session 
featured a Congressional perspective from 
Hoekstra, followed by presentations from 
agencies with responsibility for 
implementing the act. Thomas Skinner. 
admin istrator of the EPA's Region 5 
U.S. Rep. Peter Hoekstra, R-Holland, talks 
about the Great Lakes Legacy Act at a 
meeting at the Lake Michigan Center in 
Muskegon. 
office, gave a lunchtime keynote address. 
An afternoon working session discussed 
the mechanics of implementing the act, 
includ ing its requirements, coordination 
among state and federal programs, and the 
need for outreach in the affected 
communiti es. 
Michigan's areas of concern include 
Cli nton River, Deer Lake, Detroit Ri ver, 
Kalamazoo River, Manistique Ri ver. 
Muskegon Lake, River Raisin, Saginaw 
River and Bay, St. Clair Ri ver, St. Mary's 
Ri ver, Torch Lake, and White Lake. Other 
areas of concern are located in Illinois, 
Indiana, Minnesota, New York, Ohio, 
Pennsylvan ia, and Wisconsin. 
r-- _____________________ l 
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to figure out which professors to pick, 
ents frequently turn to a Web site 
fessors (www.ratemyprofessors.com). 
use the site so much that Grand Valley 
institution on the site. 
rs allows students to anonymously rate their 
categories: helpfulness. clarity, and easiness. 
te a professor's physical attractiveness -
' have a chili pepper icon displayed by their 
as founded by John Swapceinski. a 34-year-old 
raduate from San Jose State University. He 
engi neer and works on RateMyProfessors in 
r the site in December 
gen 1e of my 
friends warned me about her ahead of 
time and later I thought to myself, 'If only 
there was a Web site.,,. he said . 
Swapceinski calls the site a huge 
success. noting that the number of users 
has been tripling each year for the past 
three years. The site now receives more 
than I 00,000 vis itors per month. 
Grand Valley's love affair with the 
professor rating service began after The 
Lanthom published a story on Sept. 30. 
1999. Shortly thereafter. Grand Valley 
became the schoo l with the most ratings 
- a title it has held ever since. 
··Gvsu was the first school to write an 
article about the Web site in their school 
newspaper. Ever since then. the GVSU 
ratings have grown like crazy.'· 
Swapce insk i said. 
ear the encl of the Winter 2003 semester, Grand Valley 
professors had been rated nearly 25,000 times, compared to the 
19,000 ratings received by second-place University of Delaware. 
In total. the site has more than 700.000 ratings of more than 
170.000 professors at more than 2.900 colleges. 
On the site. teachers are given happy-face or sad-face icons 
depending on their overall quality rating, which is the average of a 
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teacher's helpfulness and clarity ratings. Accord ing to the site, an 
instructor's easiness rating isn't used to compile the overall quality 
rating. because it is possible for an instructor to be too easy. 
One cf the site's users is Thomn Bel l, a group social sciences 
major at Grand Valley and the 2002-03 Student Senate president. 
.. I find it somewhat useful. 1t gives you a good perspective at 
least on what to expect from a professor when you take his or her 
class,'' Bell said. 'Tve rated professors as well - either 
pro fessors that l really liked or professors that l really had issues 
with." 
But, he acknowledged, the site does have its shortcomings. 
.. It's not the most accurate rating system in the world," Bell 
said. He noted that it can become "a venti ng system" for students 
who are dissatisfied with difficult professors. 
Surprisingly. Swapceinski said about 
60 percent of the ratings overall are 
positive. 
Clearly, reviews like .. Your pillow 
will need a pillow" and ''She hates you 
already .. are intended to be both scathing 
and funny. But reading the rev iews can 
be a humbling task for those who teach. 
This writer, for example, has been 
deemed by one of hi s journalism 
students as the "most boring professor 
at GVSU." A more charitable reviewer 
ca ll ed him a "good guy" but "ki nda 
goofy.'· 
Mark Schaub, assistant dean of 
international education and assistant 
professor of writing, finds the site 
troubling. 
·'J th ink (the site) has limited value at 
best," he said. 
·'The fatal flaw of that whole site is 
that there are no checks to make sure 
that students are even students in the 
classes that they· re rat ing,'' Schaub said. "My son cou ld be going 
in there and adding ratings on me. Just that fact alone makes me 
astonished that people put much credence in it." 
The site's other major flaws are the emphasis on easiness as a 
desirable trait for a professor and the inclusion of questions about 
physical attractiveness. 
"That's obscene, especial ly in this day and age where we're 
very sensitive to issues of sexual harassment of students by 
faculty," Schaub said. "That goes against 
any kind of professionalism we try to 
have in our classrooms and in our 
offices." 
How does Swapceinski respond to 
professors who disapprove of the 
site? 
''I basically tell them, 'This site 
is not for you; it is for students. 
Whether you like it or not is 
iffelevant, "' he said. 
But professors can appeal if 
they find a particular posting 
hurtful. 
"We have a feedback system in 
place where teachers can red flag 
a rating they don't like, sending it 
back to our screeners for further 
review. If we think it's libelous, 
we will remove it," Swapceinski 
said. 
a bit concerned that a student thought of 
me in some other than academic way. 
until my husband admitted that he was the 
one who rated me with the hot pepper," 
Beckmann said. 'Tm pleased he thinks 
I Swapceinski said he gets some 
grief about the chili pepper 
ratings, but not much. 
Charle e Beckmann 
"Actually, I've had a couple 
professors write in and complain that they 
didn't have a chili pepper," he said. 
Charlene Beckmann. a mathematics 
professor, was one chili pepper recipient. 
"I thought one of my students might be 
having a litt le fu n with me. But I was also 
I' rn pleasing to his eye. but I don't really 
care to have students choosing my class 
for that reason." 
The moral of the story, she said, is that 
anyone can rate a professor - including 
the professor's husband. 
"It clearly is not a trustworthy scale," 
Beckmann said. 
While some find them offensive, the 
chili pepper ratings are intended to make 
the site more entertaining for users, 
Swapceinski said. 
·'It has to be entertaining in order to get 
students to use the site, but as they 
use it and as the ratings grow for 
their school, it becomes much 
more of a useful resource. Many 
GYSU students have written in 
saying they use the site to plan 
their class schedules every 
semester,·· Swapceinski said. 
Bell said that RateMyProfessors 
is a good tool until the university 
acids something of its own. He said 
he would like to see Grand Valley 
institute its own system. He'd like 
to see one that's more class-based. 
and discusses items like lecture 
styles - not merely easiness and 
sexiness. 
Schaub agreed, adding that he 
thinks the university should consider 
making professor evaluations available for 
students to review. 
"At least it will be more reliable, 
because we will know that the students 
were actually in the class they're 
evaluating," Schaub said . "Obviously 
there's a hunger for this kind of service." 
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Even its visionary founders didn't anticipate that the School 
of Communications, established in 1983, would grow to be 
one of the largest academic units at Grand Valley. The 
School of Comm celebrates its 20-year anniversary with 
special speakers, screenings, exhibits, and other events. 
mun1 
Standing before a mural of William James in Lake Superior Hall are, 
from left t o right , School of Communications faculty members 
Barbara Roos, A lex Nesterenko, David Rathbun, Deanna Morse, 
and Roger Ellis. 
- by Nancy Willey 
·• 
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ack in L983, it wou ld have 
taken a mighty stretch of 
the imagination to foresee 
that the new School of 
Communications , just 
starting out with 80 majors, 
would grow to be one of 
the largest academic units at Grand 
Valley. 
Alex Nesterenko, director of the 
Schoo l of Communications since 1984, 
had good fores ight, but today 's successes 
exceed even his expectations. He recalls 
being asked by then-provost Glenn 
Niemeyer how big he thought the new 
school could become. 
' "I said, no problem getting it to 600 
majors within about a five- to seven-year 
period ," said Nesterenko. "Glenn said, 
T l! be happy if you even get it to 400; I 
think you' re being a little optimistic. "' 
Only six years later the number of 
communications majors climbed past 
700. Since then the number has doubled 
to 1,400. Compri sing 7 percent of all stu-
dents at Grand Valley ( l in 14 is a School 
of Comm student), the school has 
become the largest academic unit at the 
university after the Seidman School of 
Business. 
Nesterenko sees students ' interest as a 
sign of the times. Communication -
whether it 's journalism, advertising, 
publi c relations, photography, film , 
electronic media, or the stage - is 
ubiquitous in today's society. 
"It's very far-reaching and extends to 
all facets ," Nesterenko said. "Most 
people don't realize the whole breadth 
of the profession , but I think if you put 
together a li st of all fields that are 
really communications oriented, they 
are likely the largest coll ective 
employer in the U.S ." 
Inspiring Thought, 
Perfecting Practice 
The School of Comm 's 20-year 
anniversary will be marked with pub li c 
events held throughout the academic year 
showcasing the areas of interest the school 
covers. (See box on page 17.) The 
Theater students Christopher Teller and Megan Staples perform a scene in The Bard to Go, 
the annual touring show that takes Shakespeare's plays into area high schools. Grand 
Valley's Shakespeare Festival, a campus-wide event with audiences numbering more than 
6,000 people, celebrates its 10th year th is fa ll. 
celebration 's slogan, "Inspi ring Thought, 
Perfecting Practice," underscores the over-
riding theme of the school, said assistant 
professor Tim Penning, one of the 
organizers of the celebration. 
"The hallmark of the School of Comm 
is the integration of liberal and professional 
education," said Penn ing. The liberal arts 
ideals of critical thinking and broad-mind-
edness are core objectives of the school , 
"but, at the same time, we stress practice 
so that our students are not only studying 
and conceptualizing, they' re practic ing 
and doing," he said. 
Nate Thompson, a journalism major, 
gained hands-on experience last year as 
editor in chief of Grand Valley 's student-
run newspaper, The Lanth.orn. The job 
honed hi s writing and editing skill s and 
gave him experience with deadlines, 
' ' Most people don't realize the whole breadth of the profession, but I 
think if you put together a list of all fields that are really communications 
oriented, they are likely the largest collective employer in the U.S., ' 
- A lex Nesterenko, School of Comm Director 
14 I Summer 2003 
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Public relations students developed a campaign promoting 
Nutella (a chocolaty hazelnut spread popular in Europe) for a 
nationwide competition sponsored by the Public Relations 
Society of America. Grand Valley's team consisted of, left to 
right, Kayla Gray, Ellen Matuszak, Marisa Spatafore, and 
Melissa Fryling. 
)eaclership, and handling controversial issues . 
"I guess it's the same kind of stuff you face in the real 
world," Thompson said. "You can't reall y gain that just being a 
regular college student. " 
Communications students gain ex perience from about 200 
internships each year, as well as in hands-on labs and 
production classes, but facu lty make sure they also get a feel 
for the bigger picture. 
"The commitment to the liberal arts is very important to us ," 
said theater professor Roger Ellis. "In theater, we aren' t just 
training people how to run the camera, design lights, or act on 
the stage. We do that, but we ' re also teaching them why what 
they' re doing is soc ially important. We ' re teaching them about 
play scripts and values and issues that every person should be 
aware of in society." For example, as the U.S. prepared to go 
to war with Iraq in March , theater students were staging Idiot's 
Delight, a Pulitzer Pri ze-winning play about a world on the 
brink of war. 
Professor Barbara Roos, founder of the fi lm/video program 
and assistant director of the School of Comm, pointed out that 
communications theory courses, a required part of the school's 
curriculum, serve students well as they ' re in variably faced 
with new technology. 
"The field of film/video producti on is changing so fas t that 
students have to have a theoretical understanding, not just the 
technical skills, because the technology will change. So 
students have to be li felong learners and understand that 
they' re go ing to be taking fl exible approaches," Roos sa id. 
Majors at a Glance 
The School of Communications' eight undergraduate majors 
reflect the ex tensive reach of communication in today 's 
society. Fo ll owing are some highlights: 
Advertising/ Public Relations 
APR majors work with " real life" cli ents comprised of 
businesses and organ izations in the community. This year they 
served almost 50 clients in such projects as building media 
kits , communication audits, and full campaign plans. At the 
encl of the semester, students make formal presentations of 
their completed projects, wh ich clients often implement as is, 
or with minor revisions. 
as news reporters or 
operators and producer 
flood of new electronic m 
fo und serving internships at all 
stations, inc luding Grand Vall ey's 
WGVU/WGVK-TV. 
Film and video production 
Students' work in animation, narrative, do 
client-based films and videos has garnered loc, 
well as screenings at national and international fe 
year students produce their own short fi lm in the pr 
Summer Film Project. Last year, they were ass isted by 
Hollywood cinematographer Jack Anderson. Thi s summe 
Anderson is back along with veteran Hollywood actor Jame 
Karen. The 2003 film , Flickering Blue, and five prev ious 
Summet Fi lm Project productions will be shown a long with 
other student work dur ing the School of Comm anniversary 
celebrati n. 
Journalism 
Journali sm students regul ar ly benefit fro m internshi ps at 
area newspapers, magazines, and TV and rad io stations. Th e 
Grand Valley Lanthom , the student-run newspaper, also gives 
journalism students hands-on writing, reporting and leadership 
opportunities, noted ass istant journali sm professo r Larry 
Beery, who serves as fac ulty adviser fo r the newspaper. 
Students are credited for The Lan thorn 's state and regional 
awards. Thi s year, the newspaper was recogni zed for general 
excellence and a special issue about the Lakers' nationa l 
footba ll championship. 
Continued on page 17 
Each summer, students in the Summer Film Project produce their 
own short film. Last year's The Freezer Jesus, shot on-location with 
Hollywood cameraman Jack Anderson, right, won the Best of 
Festival award at the 2003 Kalamazoo Shorts Film and Video 
Festival. 
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Photographer David Plowden has won international acclaim 
for his 19 books, exhibits, and work in national publications. 
At Grand Valley he is known as a dynamic photography 
professor. Plowden (pictured with students in 1983) has 
lectured and conducted workshops at the School of Comm 
since its beginning. 
Photos by Anna Moore 
Butzner, ©2003 Grand 
Rapids Press. All rights 
reserved. Used w ith 
permission. 
School of Comm 101 
Twenty years ago this summer, a few 
faculty members and administrators were 
hammering out the final touches for the 
new School of Communications before the 
fall semester began. 
At the time, the whole campus was 
undergoing considerable change as Grand 
Valley shed its cluster-college configuration 
(nicknamed "the great experiment") of the 
1970s and early '80s, and streamlined 
programs for greater effectiveness. The 
School of Comm, placed under the 
"We didn't want these majors to be 
departments on their own; we wanted to be 
able to approach issues of communications 
within all these areas from a multidisciplinary 
perspective," Mayberry said. 
"Communication, like rhetoric - and 
I'm going to paraphrase Aristotle here - is 
not the study of a single definite class of 
subjects," he added. 
The school' s emphasis on both liberal 
arts and professional education - a legacy 
of Grand Valley's William James College 
from 1983, when the School of 
Communications was launched, is assemble 
programs that are found ationally liberal arts 
but also provide for professional training." 
As the School of Comm enters its third 
decade this fall, almost 3,000 of its alumni 
can be found working in communications 
field s in the West Michigan region and 
from Hollywood, Calif. , to New York City. 
Mayberry said, the school has lived up 
to the goals he helped hammer out 20 years 
ago - and not only for students. 
' ' We wanted to be able to approach issues of communications ... from a 
multidisciplinary perspective.,' 
umbrella of the new Arts and Humanities 
Division, gathered all communications-
oriented majors, previously scattered 
throughout different academic areas, 
together into one cohesive unit. 
What the various majors had in common 
communication, whether articulated 
ugh journali sm, animation, film, 
raphy, theater, or other programs -
an important component of the 
omm 's structure, said Robert 
o acted as School of Comm 
- Robert Mayberry, School of Comm Professor 
- has been the School of Comm's 
enduring strength through the past two 
decades of seismic change in 
communications technology and 
scope, said faculty members. 
"In the communications field, there 's 
either a tendency to go entirely professional 
and not worry about any of the rest of it -
the liberal arts background and general 
education - or to be programs without a 
professional angle at all, or precious little," 
said Alex Nesterenko, longtime director of 
the School of Comm. "What we've done 
"I wanted it to be the kind of place I 
wanted to work and that allows me to teach 
the way I want to teach , and I think that's 
happened," Mayberry said. "We have 
welcomed other [faculty] here who whose 
aspirations were to be here - not as a 
stepping stone to some place else. We've 
had wonderful people accomplishing 
wonderful things." 
Journalism major Nate Thompson, right, honed his skills in 
writing, meeting deadlines, and in handling day-to-day 
newsroom issues as ed itor in chief of The lanthorn. Marisa 
Kwiatkowski takes over as ed itor for t he 2003-04 school year. 
Continued from page 15 
Health Communication 
Students focu s on coursework in both hea lth sciences and 
communications to prepare for careers at hospital s and other health 
organizations. A key aspect of the program is student internships at 
area health organizations, such as the Michigan State Medical 
Society. 
Photography 
Photography majors hone their skill s as visual communicators to 
prepare for a wide variety of fields. In add ition to fo ur full -time 
photography faculty, students also benefit from the teaching of 
nationally-known photographer David Plowden, who has been a 
visiting professor since 1983. In November, the School of Comm 
hosted the 2002 regional conference of the Midwest Society for 
Photographic Education, attended by 400 photography professionals 
and students from 13 states. Photography students organi zed their 
own exhibit for the conference; their work is also showcased in 
senior thesis exhibitions at the Art Gallery at the encl of each 
semester. 
Theatre Arts 
Theater students are on the stage acting in fo ur annual mainstage 
productions, several of which have recently received awards from 
the Kennedy Center/ American College Theater Festival. Students 
are also behind the scenes, managing, directing and running 
technical aspects of the shows . The School of Comm 's annual 
month-long Shakespeare Festival, the oldest and largest such 
festival in Michigan, revolves around the active partic ipation of 
theater majors as well as students from throughout the university. 
Communication 
The general major in communication draws on the resources of all 
other School of Comm majors to give students a broad 
knowledge of the communications field. Students are well prepared 
for the many corporate and media careers that require the 
adaptability and resourcefulness of communications generalists. 
November 13 
Cheryl Proctor Rogers 
affairs manager for HBO 
the Public Relations Societ 
January 5-March 5 
"Inspiring Thought. Perfecting Pra 
School of Communications Celebrate 
- presented at the GVSU Art Gallery. 
displays of work by communications stu 
faculty, and alumni will be exhibited. 
February 5 
Rory Kennedy - aw ard-winning documentary 
filmmaker known for tackling such social 
concerns as poverty, domestic abuse, drug 
addiction, human rights, AIDS, and mental illness 
February (Date TBA) 
Film screening - Six fi lms produced by students 
in the Summer Film Project will be screened, 
including last year's The Freezer Jesus and this 
year's Flickering Blue. 
March 18 
Stuart Elliott - advertising columnist f 
New York Times and media writer f 
The Detroit Free Press, Advertisi 
other publications 
April (Date TBA) 
James Carey - com 
critic, and author. 
nation's leadin 
., 
DONOR I PROFILE 
Florence Ward's 1ove ot nursing 
lives On in today's nursing Students - byNancyWilley 
When John and Dorothy Ward w;mted 
to honor the memory of John 's late mother, 
Florence Ward, they decided that helping 
nursing students enter their chosen 
profess ion would be an ideal way to carry 
on Florence 's li fe long love of nursing. 
They chose Grand Valley for its solid 
reputation and strong nursing program, 
said John, a retired food broker. He and 
Dorothy establi shed the Florence Cowan 
Ward Scholarship for Nursing in 1998 . 
"Nursing is a great profession , and she 
was a nurse," John said of his mother. 
"She' d be delighted to know there 's a 
scholarship in her name." 
Born in 1896, Florence Cowan received 
her nursing degree from the Butterworth 
Hospital Training School in 19 18, when 
World War I was reaching its peak. 
Florence joined the Army as a surgical 
nurse and was stationed at Camp Grant in 
Rockford, Ill. 
Du ring that time, there was a much 
deadlier enemy than the Great War, and 
Florence fell victim to it. The Influenza 
Pandemic of 191 8- 19 kill ed an estimated 
675 ,000 Americans, 10 times as many as 
in the war. Florence fo und herse lf lying on 
a cot in the hospita l corridor crowded with 
sick and dying soldiers she had previously 
ministered to . 
Florence Cowan Ward, 1896-1972 
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"She was very c lose to death," Dorothy 
said. Florence was sent back to Grand 
Rapids, where she slowly recovered. She 
later met and married John P. Ward, and 
the couple ra ised two children in Grand 
Rapids' Wilcox Park ne ighborhood. 
"She didn ' t practice professionally after 
she got married, but she was kind of the 
'neighborhood nurse,"' her son said. 
"Someone would be rea ll y sick and I' d see 
my mother going clown the street to help 
them out. " 
Even later in life , Florene and her 
nurse buddies would tend to each other in 
times of illness. "They had empathy for 
illness that you don ' t see as much today. 
They rea ll y cared," said Dorothy, who 
call s her late mother-in-law "an 
exceptional person ." 
Florence died in l972, but her legacy 
lives on. Since the fund was established, 
10 Ward scholarships have been awarded 
to Grand Valley students. One recipient is 
Tiffany (Wells) Scobey, who grad uated in 
April and recentl y started a job on the 
surgical floor at Pennock Hospita l in 
Hastings. 
Another, Jennie Racier, grad uated in 
December and is now a neonatal nurse at 
Magee-Women 's Hospital of the 
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. 
She said she had always wanted to work 
with babies; the Ward scholarshi p helped 
her reach her goal. 
" It made a big difference. I was rea ll y 
thankful ," said Racier, 26. 
Both women said they were impressed 
and honored that Florence 's children -
and now her grandchildren - commemorate 
Invest in our future 
The scholarship established by John and 
Dorothy Ward helped Tiffany Scobey, left, 
real ize her goal of becoming a surgical nurse. 
her by in vesting in a profession she cared 
so deeply about. They understand how she 
felt. 
"I love it," Scobey, 22, said of nursing. 
'T m glad I chose the profession and I' m 
happy I can help a lot of people. " 
Creating a named scholarship is an excellent way to invest in the future by 
supporting the educational pursuits of dedicated students today. Some scholarships, 
such as the Florence Cowan Ward Scholarship, honor the memory of a loved one, 
while others are sponsored by corporations, organizations, and employee groups. 
Grand Valley friends and alumni have generously created more than 100 named 
scholarships, all of which provide tangible benefits to students. Those who meet 
eligibility requirements may receive financial aid ranging from $250 to $2,500 and 
more toward tuition or other academic costs. An added bonus is the encouragement 
and freedom they gain from the support of donors. 
To learn more about how to plan a scholarship, request a copy of the brochure, 
Named Scholarships at GVSU, by calling John Heerspink, director of gift planning, at 
(616) 331-6687 or e-mail h_im at jcheer@gvsu.edu. 
2002•03 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 
Private scholarships are created and funded for a number of reasons: to recognize student scholars 
in a particular field of study, to create new opportunities where few exist, or to honor the memory of 
an alumnus, faculty membe1; or ji-iend. 
Gremel Valley State University is pleased to present its scholarship recipients and to offer than.ks to 
the array of donors who are committed to supporting opportunities.for more and more students to 
pursue their dreams. 
SELECTED PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS 
, ACCOUNTING ALUMNI 
Phil ip A lt 
Kath leen Byma 
N ico le Goddard 
Kelly Mellen 
Tina Mil li sor 
Kevin Plockmeyer 
Laurida Sayed 
Jennil 'er Stech 
M ichelle Strong 
Roben Sulli van 
A mber T iller 
Jenni f'er Vantine 
John Whitlock 
Martha Wil son 
ESTH ER N. ADA MS SCHOLARSHIP 
Mol li Herth 
Ke ishia Shepherd 
ALUMNI H ERITAGE SCHOLARSHIP 
Erica Ackerman 
Matthew Bloem 
Brendan Bohnhorst 
Aaron Cook 
Diana Cook 
Jillian Czarnecki 
Lisa Czarniecki 
Jill Dekorte 
M ichael Deming 
Matthew Dincau 
Elizabeth Dome 
Kristen Dzierwa 
Jessica Elgersma 
Sandi Essenburg 
Rebecca Farrell 
Brian Forton 
Stephanie Fox 
L indsey Fuchs 
Adam G leason 
Matthew Hulce 
Tracy Kirk 
Jason Kowalko 
Patrick Laarman 
Jess ica Lancioni 
Katherine Lindt 
Erin Lyon 
Dianna Mooney 
Robert Nyblad 
Sara Podolak 
Lanea Ritter 
M ichael Sabo 
Julie Seestedt 
Ashley Sheppard 
Brent Shirey 
Kathryn Spruit 
A ll ison Streeter 
Ian Throop 
Kent Tiedeman 
N ico le T insley 
Erik Trabka 
Keith Tramper 
Emily V ryhof 
AMERICAN PRODUCTION AND 
INVENTORY CONTROL SCHOLARSHIP 
Elizabeth DeWitt 
Heather Mergener 
Eugene Olsen 
D.J. ANGUS FOUNDATION "MOST 
IMPROVED STUDENT AWARD" 
Todd A lexander 
JOSEPH E. APPELT P.E. ENGi EERING 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Daniel Berry 
Thao Lai 
Keith Tramper 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY 
C O NTROL 
Kay ln Gzym 
FRED A. BELL BUSINESS SCHOLARSH IP 
Claudia A rce 
Stacey Brinks 
John Dykhouse 
Crystal Escobedo 
Jennifer Hoyles 
DAVID ALAN BERGSMA FOUNDATION 
S CHOLAR SHIP 
A ndrew Becker 
Janelle Glaesmer 
Elisa Jori s 
HYMAN H. AND GRETA M. BERKOWITZ 
SCHOLA RSH IP 
Mary Bakker 
Bethany Bazu in 
Susan Borgman 
Diane Diehl 
Jennifer Dochod 
Candice Duren 
Gae Garvey 
Kristin Haight 
A mber H i ll 
Heather Johnson 
Leeann Johnson 
A lexandra McWhorter 
Jason Nelson 
T ia Ph il l ips 
Christopher Place 
M ichael Rios 
Matthew Sanders 
Brian Smith 
Susan Stewart 
Rebecca Ward 
Vernon Woldhuis 
OWEN F. BIEBER SCHOLARSHIP 
A manda Gee 
A ngie Grumm 
EDITH BLODGETT MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Claire Ki ley 
JOAN BOAND ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Pamela Kaminski 
Dana Morgan 
BRANSTROM FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP 
Diana Arguelles 
Tara Brouwer 
Joseph Cisler 
Patrick Holt 
Andrew Near 
David Patton 
Vanessa Poel 
Radel Salazar 
Christina Stevenson 
BREEN SCHOLARSHIP 
Samuel Lemmon 
DONNA K. BROOKS PRESIDENTIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Jessica A llen 
Charles Jipping 
Megan Ward 
BROOKS FAMILY M INORITY SCHOLARSHIP 
Cassandra Hernandez 
Ramiro Padron 
Chri stopher Rodri guez 
BUILDERS EXCHANGE SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Adam Westrnaas 
J OH N N Y C. B U RTON SCHOLARSHIP 
A llison Derri cks 
Candice Johnson 
Angela Nelson 
A ntonia Rose 
Harvey Sanders 
Bianca Sheard 
BUTTERWORTH NURSING SCHOLARSHIP 
L indsey Jelsma 
Jacquelyn Lefere 
Veron ica Quackenbush 
Diana Suro fchek 
CAMPUS VIEW SCHOLARSHIP 
Dawn Rodgers 
Sarah Sack 
A my Veldkamp 
BERNARD & CAMILLE CEBELAK 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Richard Bolhuis 
Justin Erb 
Ryan Lapriarie 
Jessica Nowakowski 
ROBERT L. CHAMBERLAIN MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Eri c Byville 
Matthew Turney 
HONG CHEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Tammy Tran 
CHILDREN'S CENTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Scholarship fund building Lo active status 
HELEN CLAYTOR MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP 
Yanika Burrell 
Stephanie Donston 
L aToya Gates 
Julian Roper 
Erica Ruckes 
I CLERICAL, OFFICE AND TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT Carla Anderson 
Erik Anderson 
Leah Brower 
Melan ie Cotter 
Li sa Cotter 
Jason Duram 
Julie Durarn 
Moni ca Eddy 
Jessica Griffi n 
Melan ie Hall 
Charles Ha m 
Jason Johnson 
Tonya Leeuw 
Joseph Maka 
Stacy Nage lk irk 
Nicholas Noel 
Brian Platt 
Joseph Roper 
Ali cia St Germain 
COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS FUND 
Ryan Bier 
Aaron Plantenga 
Joshua Rowe 
CONSUMER CREDIT ASSOCIATION 
OF GREATER GRAND RAPIDS, INC. 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Laurida Sayed 
Jennifer Vantine 
Jeffrey Wood 
ANN M. CUSACK UPPER CLASS HONORS 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Crystal Herrmann 
Juli e Postema 
DAVID DANIELS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Amy Fedewa 
Ann Hoppe 
GILBERT R. AND PATRICIA K. DAVIS 
ENDOWED MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FOR 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR ENGLISH MAJORS 
Mary McGrath 
Erin Schaut 
Sarah Welch 
GRETA & ARTHUR DELONG PERPETUAL 
FUND SCHOLARSHIP 
Mary Oakes 
Mari sa Pahkasa lo 
Rebecca Ward 
Sarah Welch 
HELEN DEVOS PRESIDENTIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Nico le Granroth 
Stacey Wi ll iams 
Corrie Zarnosky 
RICHARD M. DEVOS FACULTY 
SCHOLARSHIP 
James Beckering 
Andrea Gardner 
Peter Rom 
SCOTT DYKSTRA OLIVER PRODUCTS 
ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship fund building to active status 
L. V. EBERHARD SCHOLARSHIP 
Jessica Busman 
Nathan Fujioka 
Jeffrey Fujioka 
T homas Hakim 
Li ndsey Laber 
David Noorclhoek 
Peter Rom 
Laurida Sayed 
Les lie VanderMuelen 
LESLIE E ITZEN VOICE SCHOLARSHIP 
Carrie Bolthouse 
Terion Cooper 
Adam Smith 
Aaron Yelthouse 
ELECTROLUX SCHOLARSHIP 
Beth Albrechtsen 
Richelle Buskirk 
Kristy Saddock 
RICHARD FLANDERS/UNIVERSITY CLUB 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Jeffrey Chivis 
Zachary Guy 
Chri sta Herrygers 
Jennifer Kadrovich 
Lisa Krampe 
Bethany Richardson 
Joseph Tort 
Rachel Vanderhart 
FILM AND VIDEO SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship fund building to ac ti ve status 
GEOLOGY /EARTH SCIENCE FUND 
Nathan D Boersma 
Jessica C Buchin 
Kurt A Dalman 
Keith A Lang 
Ch ri stina M Poulos 
CHARLOTTE GIERST AND SALOME EGLER 
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Amber C lowes 
Mary G unnell 
Ty Krueger 
Claire Miller 
Tighe Pierce 
Amy Poulsen 
Rachelle Swank 
Kari sa Werdon 
RICHARD GILES SCHOLARSHIP 
Tarra Miedema 
Peter Rom 
Renee Thelen 
GRADUATE TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Scott Kinney 
Alli son Shira 
THE GRAND RAPIDS COMMUNITY 
FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Amie Bajali eh 
Angela Bajalieh 
Shahazadi Begum 
Gabrie lle Belbot 
Donata Bess 
Michelle Breen 
Jenni fer Cook 
Pau l Cook 
Jessica Cruz 
Erika Curti ss 
Angela Defouw 
Rebecca DeMull 
Tatiana Dillard 
Jamielee Di llenbeck 
Eli zabeth Dochocl 
Dana Domanski 
Lauren Domanski 
Jenni fer Dunbar 
Brian Dunning 
Bethany Eastman 
Susie Garcia 
Shawn Henshaw 
Molli Herth 
Abby Heugel 
Amanda Holder 
Nina Howerton 
Jennifer Hughes 
Suzane ltani 
Nicolette Jurgens-Tam111inga 
John Karkosak 
Sara Klein 
Eli zabeth Knapp 
Lisa Krampe 
Sherrie Ladegast 
Donald Marr 
Ashl ey Matulaiti s 
Jacob Moerman 
Kenneth Mol 
Victoria M ukans 
Julie Nesky 
Cheryl Noordhoek 
Rachell e Perrin 
I vetta Petross ian 
Laura Roede 
Mora irna Ru iz 
Anthony Schill aci 
Lisa Schumaker 
Wend i Shanks 
Den ise S march 
Adam Stevenson 
Kri stin Thome 
Jas mineka Tolbert 
Je ffry Tran 
Sarah Trovato 
Jessica Underwood 
Michelle Verslui s 
Michael VerStrat 
Kenia Villarreal 
Jen nife r Volkers 
Joel Walen 
Meredith Walsh-Beteta 
Susan Welch 
Sarah Welch 
Jess ica W right 
Tasha Yei ter 
Annie Zalokar 
GRANDVILLE AMBUCS SCHOLARSHIP 
Amy Fedewa 
Holly Lickwala 
GVSU LGBT SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship fund building to active status 
JAMES P. HACKETT GVU FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP 
Erin Burgess 
EARL HARPER MANAGEMENT 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Louis Dixon 
Nichele Moses 
Marie Ri vers 
JOYCE HECHT DISTINGUISHED 
SCHOLARSHIP IN PHILANTHROPY 
Aracelis DelVa lle 
Lisa Rose 
WILLIAM G. HEGARTY SCHOLARSHIP 
Michael Breen 
Jeffrey Swanson 
PAUL 8. HENRY CONGRESSIONAL 
INTERN 
Ben Witt 
ARTHUR C. HILLS MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Ryan Huch 
Ksenia Leletkina 
Steven Marx 
HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Crystal Gonzalez 
CHARLES AND FLORENCE IRWIN 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Juli a Dombrowksi 
Stephan ie Donston 
Andrew Duern ling 
Jeanna Fa lduto 
Jason Prowant 
Rachelle Saladin 
Kimberl y Tinkey 
Benjamin Watson 
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MICHIGAN 
GREAT LAKES, INC. SCHOLARSHIP 
Sonia Chaidez 
Stacy Geiger 
JUNIOR ACH IEV E M ENT OF WEST 
MICHIGAN 
Candace Wheeler 
DANIEL KEMP ALU MNI LEADERSHIP 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Erin Stoll 
Catherine Sundt 
KENT MEDICAL FOUNDATION 
SCHOLARSH IP 
Rebecca Priest 
Brooke Sale 
KENT METRO CREDIT CARD 
ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Joseph Prou lx 
RUSSELL H. KIRKHOF ENGINEERING 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Blake Adkins 
' Susan A rnold 
Carrie Beerens 
., Gregory Bleeker 
Bradley Boersma 
David Bouwkamp 
Christopher Suiter 
Nathanial Burch 
David Huhn 
Emily K lingenfus 
Joel Kn ibbe 
Chris Koetje 
Adam M iller 
Ph ill ip Nicholson 
Gregory Oppenhuizen 
M arie Sinclair 
Dale Slotman 
Brett Smith 
A ngela Sni tgen 
Janelle Totten 
John Wenstrom 
Alfred Wynn 
ALBERT S. A N D ELLA D. KOEZE ART 
SCHOL A RSHIP 
Aron Lowe 
WALT ER BOSTON KOCH MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Aminah Wallace 
David Wolaver 
LYN N E KRAEMER M E M ORIAL 
SCHOLARSH IP 
Jaime Theophanous 
LACKS ENTERPRISES SCHOLARSHIP 
Shannon Phinney 
RUTH B. LEEDY MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
L isa 1-ieetderks 
AREND D. AND NANCY LUBBERS 
HONORS COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP 
Kelly Jenkins 
Jeffrey Fujioka 
A nne Hale 
Dustin Mier 
Matthew Wierenga 
FAITE R-P. MACK AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
TEACHER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Ramona Bolden 
Nikki Jones 
Glenda Robinson 
Lisa Robinson 
MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 
SCHOLARSH IP 
Eri c Andrews 
Josh Brandsen 
N ick Brown 
Keith Dailey 
Chris Frayer 
Kristin Sontag 
Summer Taylor 
MICHIGAN S O C IETY OF PRO FESSIONAL 
ENGINEERS 
Nathaniel Burch 
Nathan Matro 
Marco Randazzo 
Jeffrey Van Uffelen 
PAUL C. M ILLER SCHOLARSHIP 
Jenni fer Fiebig 
L isa Urban 
M ITH ILESH AND JITENDRA MISHRA 
FOREIGN STUDENT FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP 
Si Ida Nikaj 
JACOB MOL ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Jason Bauer 
AMOS NORDMAN FOUNDATION 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Jam ie Campbell 
Katie Parker 
BARBARA H . PADNOS INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Tenzi n B hagen 
M ichael Kress 
A nthony Nelson 
Lisa Schoenborn 
Laura Wi se 
LOUIS PADNOS IRON AND METAL Co. 
SCHOLARSHIP 
M itchel Bosma 
Ju lie Karger 
A li ssa Postma 
Sonia Soto 
Nico le Verbeek 
SEYMO UR & ESTHER PADNOS 
E N G INEERING SCHOLARSHIP 
A ndrew Esther 
Dan iel Janousek 
Thao Lai 
Nathan Matro 
L indsy Smith 
PEACE A N D JUSTICE AWARD 
SCHOLARSH IP 
Bri an M iller 
Anthony Nelson 
Ross W. PERRY BACHELOR O F SCIENCE 
SCHOLARSH IP 
Richard Bolhuis 
Katherine Schaefer 
A lex T helen 
Dawn Enders 
PEW FACULTY TEACHING & LEARN ING 
CENTER MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP 
Ramona Bolden 
Nikk i Jones 
Kay ley Mason 
Glenda Robinson 
Lisa Robinson 
PEW FACULTY TEACHING & LEARNING 
CENTER WOMEN'S SCHOLARSHIP 
Melinda Bronkhorst 
A racelis Delvalle 
Shane Feenstra 
A li sa Pikaart 
Dawn Rodgers 
Denise Smarch 
Lillian Thias 
Diane Ybarra 
PLANT SERVICES PERSONNEL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Stacy Busli eld 
Kelly Dobson 
David Drooger 
Trae Edwards 
Joseph Frazi ne 
L uke Holden 
Kath leen Hornacek 
Joshua Sathre 
Penny Scott 
Robin Smith 
Matthew Spofford 
A ndy Vanhouten 
POLISH HERITAGE SCHOLA RSH IP 
Jacob Moerman 
POSITIV E B L ACK WOMEN SCHOLARSH IP 
Kath leen Brant ley 
Vanessa Butler 
Roberta Jordan 
Nichele Moses 
BERT PRICE SCHOLARSHIP 
Ofirbel Gomez 
Roberta Jordan 
Stacy M akino 
Kevin Patterson 
Rashawn Robi nson 
Nadira Saa tir 
Nicolas Salazar 
Chase Turner 
PRICE·HENEVELD ENGINEERING 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Kev in Labeau 
Robert Philli ps 
JOSEPH E. REID MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP 
Sara Beaty 
Shawn Bristow 
Brian Spoonseller 
REISTER FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP 
A manda R. Hunt 
Melanie J. K irk 
A manda K. Roberts 
SPX CORPORATION ENGINEERING 
SCHOLARSH IP 
Jonathon Hoogewind 
K ieu Khuu 
Kristofor Koorndyk 
Robert Phi llips 
Joseph Yonkman 
SCHOOL OF COMMUN ICATIONS 
SCH OLARSH IP 
Jill Barrs 
Karen Rowlader 
SCHOOL OF P U BLIC & NONPROFIT 
ADMINISTRATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship fund building to acti ve status 
SCHOOL ZONE SCHOLARSHIP 
Jul ia Dudka 
James Oneal 
MARY AND WILHELM SEEGER 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Cassie Aeberso ld 
Eli zabeth Barko 
Kendra K lotz 
A mber Somerset 
Meghan Wieten 
THOMAS M. SEYKORA ALUMNI 
LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP 
Karla Dettl ing 
M ichelle Smith 
Laura Stevens 
Adam Stevenson 
SEIDMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ALUMNI 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Jacqueline Rhodes-Rowe 
Donte Sm ith 
ELIZABETH K. SHERWOOD SCHOLARSH IP 
Elizabeth Jarvi s 
MARILYN AND B.P. SHERWOOD 
SCH OLARSHIP 
Mindy Jordan 
Cheryl Kappler 
I RYAN SHORT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP Theresa Lennon 
SOCIETY FOR AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Stephen Wi llard 
SOCIETY FOR MANUFACTURING 
ENGINEERS SCHOLARSHIP 
Todd Frazee 
Brian Knapp 
SPARTAN STORES, INC. MINORITY 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship rune! building to ac;tive siatus 
THE HOWARD AND ROSE STEIN 
ENDOWED BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship l'uncl building to acti ve status 
STEELCASE SCHOLARSHIP 
Timothy Buys 
David Duimstra 
Keith Kramer 
Amy Lytle 
Chri stopher Marsh 
Kasey Meu nier 
Cory Vanclen Bout 
Nathanael Uhe 
Andrew Uhe 
Eli zabeth Uhe 
Anna Whitmore 
Taiya Wiers 
Jennil'er Wildey 
ESTHER R. STOTZ NURSING 
SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT 
Laura Bett is 
Jorel Hendershot 
Carri e Kuyers 
Ma1ja Makinen 
Courtney Payton 
Lindsey Reck 
Eli zabeth Uhe 
Olga Yezikov 
THE TELEPHONE PIONEERS OF AMERICA 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Eric Reynolds 
John Steed 
Amy Timm 
ALICE G. TENBRINK SCHOLARSHIP 
Alissa Carl ton 
ROBERT C. TROTTER TRI-COUNTY 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Atalie Albin 
Ke llie Baker 
Niky Balahoski 
Kathryn Boertman 
Brandon Bri ggs 
Carla Brink 
Melissa Brownell 
Charles Campbell 
Cri stiana Carabu lea 
Michell e Cook 
Russel I Cron berg 
Ji ll DeKorte 
Michael Dem ing 
Jeffrey De Vries 
Nicholas Donclzila 
Kri stin Dornbos 
Matthew Dressel 
Pau la Duncan 
Sandi Esscnburg 
Dan iel Estrada 
Jenni fer Fiebig 
Erica Finley 
Brian Forton 
Jennifer Fortune 
Scott Freeman 
Joshua Freeney 
Lindsey Fuchs 
Thomas Glynn 
Ashley Gould 
Katherine Gowings 
Kendra Harring 
Mallory Haviland 
Holly Hawkins 
Stacy Heaton 
Thomas Heilman 
Rachel Hinken 
Jake Ho ller 
Cory Hopkins 
Michelle Horrevorts 
Matthew l-lulce 
Sarah Johnson 
John Josephson 
Karina Ka lbfleisch 
Sarah Katt 
Joshua Kline 
Casey Knapp 
Jessica Koo istra 
Rhonda Koole 
Anna Krupansky 
Nicole Kueny 
Geoffrey Kuyper 
Ma ll ory Larr 
Gilbert Lindsay 
Ja ime Lugo 
Andrea Lumbert 
Kend i McGuire 
Jeff Menn 
Angela Miller 
Cortney Mulder 
Gwenne Mutchler 
Melissa Muttscheler 
Mai Nguyen 
Matthew Nixon 
Robert Ny blacl 
Jenifer Ogrodzinski 
Torrence O' f-la ire 
Shannon Olsen 
Christine Ondersma 
Jill Oostveen 
Bethany Paauwe 
Jonandru Penclell 
Sara Podolak 
Nicholas Ponstein 
Jeremy Previe 
Lindsay Rabbitt 
Jam ie Raterin k 
David Redding 
Jacqueline Reed 
Joshua Rockett 
Ch ri stopher Roelofs 
Joseph Roper 
Jeffrey Rowe 
Michael Sabo 
Roxanne Salad in 
Tara Schrader 
Sara Schri er 
Jeffrey Schrier 
Steve Spinner 
Aleisha Spytma 
Nathan Staal 
Kri sten Ta liaferro 
Luke Theaker 
Holly Toloclziecki 
Nicole Yanclerl-leicle 
Ke lly Ya nYolkinburg 
Ryan Yan Zegeren 
Monica Wans 
Candace Wheeler 
Erika Wilk inson 
Stephen Wiltz 
Chelsie Wo lf" 
Brenda Zylstra 
DONALD AND BARBARA VANDERJAGT 
MATHEMATICS AND ATHLETICS 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Nicole Augustine 
FLORENCE COWAN WARD NURSING 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Ronda Boss 
Dawn Moe 
Jennie Rader 
Tiffany Well s 
MARGARET F. WARD ART AND DESIGN 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Kolee Kell ogg 
MARGARET F. WARD MUSIC 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Amber Roper 
RONALD F. WARD SCHOLARSHIP 
Melissa Riegle 
SAMUELL. WESTERMAN FOUNDATION 
NURSING SCHOLARSHIP 
Rebecca Pri est 
Dawn Putnam 
SANDFORD F. WILCOX MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Lauren Sanford 
WGVU-TV SCHOLARSHIP 
Trevor Thomas 
HOLLIDAY WILLEY PSYCHOLOGY 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship 1·und bui lding to ac ti ve status 
WOMEN'S SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT 
Cheryl P. Groen 
Lisa M. I-lorn 
Faith E. Humphrey 
Li sa M. Meles ki 
Laura L. Perez 
Kelly L. Powell 
DOUG AND LINDA WOODS ATHLETIC 
TRAINING SCHOLARSHIP 
Pau l Vill iard 
LT. WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarshi p fund bu ild ing to active status 
FELIX V. AND GLADYS A. ZUKAITIS 
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP 
Marie Cameron 
Jeffrey Dock 
Natal ie Ewing 
Jeanna Faldu to 
Charali sc Fehsenfeld 
Mandi Long 
Ke llen Lynch 
David Siik 
Diana Vo ikos 
FELIX V. AND GLADYS A. ZUKAITIS 
HONOR SCHOLARSHIP 
Amanda Bakale 
Andrew Cohen-Barnhouse 
Lisa Domke 
Katherine Guthrie 
Davis McFarl anc 
Melinda Nienhouse 
Aarika Woodard 
.D 
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Five years of research culminated in a one-hour PowerPoint presentation, a 
143-page paper, and the ability to shine while answering questions from a 
panel for another hour. 
When it was all over, she could call herself "doctor." But that was something 
Audelia Munguia needed to get used to. 
"It was kind of surreal," said Munguia, a 1998 Grand Valley graduate. "A few days after my 
dissertation, my friend took me up to her lab and introduced me to a professor. She said, 'Dr. 
So-and-so, this is Dr. Munguia."' 
In late March, Munguia completed a doctor of philosophy degree with a major in 
immunology and microbiology from Wayne State University in Detroit. She did it before her 
28th birthday. Her path to a doctorate began when Munguia was enrolled at Grand Valley and 
entered the Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program . 
achallengetoexcel 
The McNair Scholars Program was designed to increase the 
number of women and minorities in doctoral programs. Funded 
mostly by the U.S. Department of Education , it was created in 
1986 and named after Ronald McNair, one of the astronauts who 
died in the Challenger space shuttle explosion that year. 
McNair scholars are undergraduates who are the first in their 
families to attend college, have met income guidelines, or are 
from backgrounds under-represented at the doctorate level. Grand 
Valley began grooming McNair scholars in 1995. Since then, 
more than 100 Lakers have earned Ph.D.s or are pursuing one 
through the program. 
McNair scholars still fund their way through graduate schools, 
but the program provides waivers for application fees and 
admissions tests. 
Undergrads accepted into Grand Valley 's McNair program are 
matched with faculty mentors for research guidance. The students 
become a tight group by meeting weekly for advising sessions, 
mentoring, or preparing for graduate admissions tests. They also 
attend regular Toastmasters meetings to improve public speaking 
skills. 
To prepare for the rigors of doctoral research, scholars spend a 
summer on campus researching a project with their mentor. 
"Students receive a stipend and [McNair] pays for them to li ve 
on campus for that summer," said Dolli Lutes, the program's 
associate director. "That helps support them financially and helps 
them focus on research." 
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Lutes said after spending one or two years in the program, 
McNair scholars are well prepared to enter graduate school. 
asubstitutecommunity 
Mungui a grew up in Saginaw surrounded by five siblings and 
a large extended family. Her dad, John, is a 35-year General 
Motors employee; her mom, Lucy, is a homemaker. While an 
older sister earned an associate 's degree, Audelia was the first to 
go away to school. She remembered some difficulties adjusting to 
life away from a big household. 
"When you come from a big family, you don ' t need anyone 
else. If you want to go to the movies, you just grab one of your 
sisters," she said. 
Munguia found a substitute community when she was accepted 
into the McNair program during her fourth year in Allendale. 
" I always knew I wanted to do something in the sciences , but I 
didn ' t realize my potential for science until I was at Grand 
Valley," she said. "I would have been totally lost if it wasn' t for 
McNair. I didn' t know what to do after graduation or where to 
" go. 
For her summer research project, Munguia worked with 
Johnine Callahan, professor of biomedical and health sciences, 
and tested organic fertili zers to find which would work best at 
The Meadows. It was Callahan who suggested that Mnnguia 
apply to Wayne State. She was accepted into a graduate 
fe llowship and received a small living stipend. 
the I earning curve 
Wayne State's Department of Immunology and Microbiology is 
on the sixth floor of the Gordon Scott Hall of Bas ic Medi cal 
Sciences . Mungui a knows every corner of the crowded labs well. 
During the peak of her research, she wou lei spend 60-70 hours per 
week there. 
In layman 's terms, Munguia 's dissertation focused on host cell 
and viral components in volved in fo rmation of the Influenza A 
virus. She was a member of a research team headed by assistant 
professor Chris Roberts, who rece ived a grant fro m the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases to study flu viruses. The 
NIAID supports researchers who may someday help develop more 
effective flu vaccines and treatments. 
Through thousands of hours of research, Mungui a learned not 
onl y about the genetic makeup of filamentous viruses, but more 
about her own ideals, character, and what it's like to be a lonely 
scienti st. In the six months before she defended her di ssertation, 
Munguia said she saw very, very little of family or friends. . 
"A Ph.D. is not for everyone," she said. "You have to get up m 
the morning and say, Tm going to the lab today.' 
"It's very self-involved. You' re only doing this for yourself. A 
Ph.D. is a very selfish degree. At times, it seems li ke you just keep 
working and working, and thinking what am I supposed to get out 
of this?" 
Her studies are probably not over. After taking the summer off to 
spend time with her fam il y, Munguia said she will try to find a 
post-doctorate position , perhaps at Emory University in Atlanta. 
"By the time I'm 30 I would li ke to have a nice professorship 
somewhere," she said. 
As a new professor, Munguia said one of her goals would be to 
encourage women and minorities to enter Ph.D. programs. 
"People learn more when different op inions are represented," she 
said. 
Although she now holds a doctorate, Mungui a said she isn' t 
always fond of her new club . 
"It 's very difficult fo r a woman in the sciences," she sa id . 
"Everyone is so territorial, and some people don ' t want to see a 
woman come up through the ranks." 
Callahan agreed, but said the work atmosphere is better than it 
once was . 
"But that's why McNair is so neat," Callahan sa id. "Minorities 
and women are so unclerservecl in the sciences, and with this, we' re 
able to plug reall y qualified peop le into the pipeline." 
TRIO programs 
Audelia Mun ia sits 
in front of a atue of 
Hippocrates a the 
Gordon Scott Hall of 
Basic Medical Sciences 
at Wayne State 
University. 
The Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate 
Achievement Program is one of five at Grand 
Valley to fall under the TRIO umbrella. 
"TRIO" was coined in the 1960s to describe 
three original federal outreach programs. 
At the national level, TRIO has added 
programs since that t ime but its mission 
remains the same: to provide services to 
students who need assistance. At GVSU, five 
TRIO programs serve 1,290 students annually. 
Below is a brief description of each: 
Educational Connections. Career and 
educat ional resource center that provides 
information and services to peop le 
interested in continuing or resum ing 
their education. 
Educational Support Program: Helps 
financial ly eli gib le and/or f irst-generation 
college students reach academic and 
personal goals leading t o graduation . 
Upward Bound: Helps elig ible high 
school students prepare for co llege- level 
studies and assists with college entrance 
preparation. 
Up ~ Bo n S n 
Provides support to first-generation, low-
income high schoo l students who have 
demonstrated an interest and have t he 
aptitude to pursue a degree in math, 
science or a 
related field. 
McNa·r Scholars Program: Designed 
to help under-represented groups in 
graduate education ga in admiss ion into a 
program leading to a doctoral degree. 
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Mike Woods 
Mike Woods came to Grand Va lley as an admiss ions 
counse lor in 1987. He retired May 1 of th is yea r as 
director of Aff irmat ive Action and interim dea n of 
Multicultural Affairs. Woods sat down w ith Grand 
Valley Magazine's Mary Ei lleen Lyon to talk about his 
caree r, t he changes he's seen at Grand Valley and 
what li es ahead for him. 
GVM: You're on the verge of retirement 
from a second career. You retired first 
from the Marines after 20 years, and now 
you're retiring from Grand Valley after 
16. Is there any comparison? 
Woods: That's an interesting question. As I 
look back, they were two completely 
different types of careers. The Marine Corps 
is a very regimented organization; you didn ' t 
need consensus to get things done. Whoever 
had the most on the sleeve was in charge and 
made decisions. Moving to Grand Valley was 
somewhat of a cul ture shock for me. Most of 
the work at the university is done by 
committee or consensus. So it's a whole 
different way of viewing decision-making 
within organizations. I had the best of both of 
those experiences. Each of them had their 
place. 
GVM: You really have done a variety of 
things here. It seems like you've had some 
real opportunities, especially since you 
branched out of admissions to take on a 
leadership role. 
Woods: There was some preparation for that 
in admissions. I started off as an admissions 
counselor and soon I was promoted to 
assistant director of admissions. Admissions 
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is an exciting job. I think they ,u-e some of 
the hardest working people on campus. 
When you' re on the road in admissions, you 
can ' t wait to get back in the office. When 
you' re in the office, you can ' t wait to get 
back on the road. I was interested in doing 
other things at the insti tution and at the time 
the Affirmative Action office was looking for 
a director. I threw my hat in the ring and was 
fornmate the search committee selected me. 
The position has something new and exciting 
every clay. I reported to Glenn Niemeyer, 
who trusted me to run the office and I 
appreciated that. So it was a good 
experience. 
GVM: You recently became the interim 
dean of Multicultural Affairs, and that 
really broadened your role again. 
Woods: You see a different institution 
depending on what level of the institution 
you work. From the Affirmative Action 
office you see diversity and you see issues 
with Multicultural Affairs strictly from a 
faculty/staff perspective. By moving into the 
Multicultural Affairs office you also see them 
from a student perspective. So it gives you a 
well- rounded view of multicultura lism in a 
university setting. 
••• 
GVM: Grand Valley has certainly changed 
a lot and grown, and the leadership at the 
top changed recently after so many steady 
years. How do you see where Grand 
Valley is now, compared to 1990 when you 
took over in affirmative action? 
Woods: I think that Grand Valley from the 
early 1980s up until the last couple years 
might be defi ned as being in a building 
mode. There was a culture that surrounded 
that. There was a time when I knew everyone 
in charge of every shop on campus, if not by 
name than certainly by sight. And we worked 
in an informal manner, not one that was 
based on process and policy and protocol, but 
one based on just knowing the next person 
and trusting him or her to get things done. 
That wasn' t a bad process when we were a 
small institution. But the growth has taken us 
into another way of interacting with our 
colleagues. I meet people now that I only 
know through e-mail or voice mail and that 
fos ters a different type of relationship. 
Because of our growth in size and 
personnel, it's necessary for the institution to 
focus more on policy, process and protocol. 
As an institution we must be consistent in 
our admini stration of university procedures 
to ensure equity and fairness across the 
·• 
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board. By establishing and publishing 
policies and procedures, the university is 
transparent in its operations as a public 
organi zation should be. It's a necessary 
process and I think this administration has 
focused on that and we are well on the way 
to completi ng that task. 
GVM: How does Grand Valley's 
affirmative action plan compare to 
other institutions? 
Woods: Affirmative action is a program 
that's very misunderstood. The way Grand 
Valley has used its affirmative action 
process is the way the Equal Employment 
, Opportunity Commission intended it to be 
used - from our hiring process, to our 
advertising process, to our selection process. 
If we were to compare that with other 
organi zations, there 's always some 
modification to the model we are using. I 
won' t judge them as being better or worse, 
just different. I think the model we use 
fo llows the legal requirements of the federal 
guidelines. 
However, the university is starting to 
move beyond just the legal requirements 
and looking at affirmative action by 
considering the broader issues of diversity. 
The provost has approved a divisional 
diversity plan . Within that plan, certainly 
there is affirmative action to meet our legal 
requirements but it is starting to hold 
appointing officers responsible for their 
duties when it comes to equity and fairness 
among racial, gender and international lines. 
I think it's going to be a very healthy 
process and I think there 's an enthusiasm 
for moving forward with the plan. 
GVM: Do you have any mixed emotions 
about retiring or are you ready? 
Woods: There's always mixed emotions 
about retiring because you meet people you 
enjoy being around and interacting with , 
and you will no longer have that opportunity. 
From a work perspective there are days 
when you come into either of these spots, 
Affirmative Action office or Multicultural 
Affairs office, and by the end of the clay you 
really feel you have made a difference. 
That's a great feeling. There are other days 
when you come into either of these offices 
and you feel you have been spinning your 
wheels. That part of it I won' t miss. 
GVM: What are your plans in retirement? 
Woods: I'm going to take the word for 
what it means . I' m going to retire. I' ll be 60 
in November. I have some property in 
Mississippi that was left to my older brother 
and me. He has great ideas of what should 
happen to that propetty, and I think I can 
help translate his ideas into action. I wi ll 
probably spend a couple of months out of 
the year there and the rest of the time 
landscaping my 10 acres here. 
GVM: What will you miss the most? 
Woods: In each of the two positions that I 
held over the last couple of years, d1ere are 
always new problems and challenges. It's 
not the problem; it's contributing to the 
so lution and meeting the challenges. When 
you can be part of a solution and it's 
favorable for everyone concerned, then it's a 
good feeling. 
GVM: What's your best Grand Valley 
story? 
Woods: I'll tell you my best Grand Valley 
story. From meeting to meeting, people wi ll 
remind me of this incident. We had a policy 
at Grand Valley that said if you had a task 
and needed to park in a no-parking zone, 
then you could put on your flashers and 
leave your car running and be in and out in 
five minutes. One day I had to meet with 
Bob Stoll in Kirkhof Center. So I parked 
right in front of Kirkhof. I put on my 
flashers, left my car running, ran in and had 
my meeting with Bob. On the way out, I ran 
into another staff member who wanted to 
talk to me for a min ute. We stood and talked 
and then he asked me to lunch. After lunch I 
walked back to my office. At 5 p.m. , I came 
out to the parking lot and I couldn ' t find my 
car. I thought someone had stolen it. I called 
security, and just as security pulled into the 
parking lot I remembered where my truck 
was, lights flashing and all. No one lets me 
forget that story. 
GVM: Do you have a role model? 
Woods: There have been tlu·ee people in 
my li fe who have impressed me. One was 
my high school footba ll coach. You could 
never satisfy this guy. I don ' t care if you 
tlu-ew five blocks, he would say you should 
have tlu·own six. The second was a colonel I 
met in the Marine Corps. He was an 
independent thinker. When everyone else 
had decided on a direction he would only 
give his blessing if it was the right thing to 
do. He came to my rescue a couple of times. 
Another person who impressed me here 
at Grand Valley was Glenn Niemeyer. I was 
very impressed with his leadership style. I 
believe all who know Glenn would agree 
that he exemplified honor and integrity. I 
saw Glenn as a role model and a mentor. It 
was my pleasure to work with him. 
GVM: How are you hoping to be 
remembered? 
Woods: I think everyone who works at 
Grand Valley has contributed in some way. 
So if I can be remembered as someone who 
has made a positive contribution to the 
university campus and community, that's 
good enough. 
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Opening Day 
1,00 
help 
It was around Chri stmas, 1988 that 
Grand Valley alumnus Ray Materson had 
an epiphany. A longtime drug addict, he 
was sitting in his prison cell serving a 25-
year sentence on a kidnapping and armed 
robbery conviction when the idea hi t him. 
He unraveled a pair of socks to harvest 
the thread. He cut the rim off of a 
Tupperware container to fashion an 
embroidery hoop. He checked out a 
sewing needle. After days of concentration 
and pricked fin gers came the result: an 
embroidered Uni versity of Michi gan hat 
that he wore whil e cheering on the 
Wolverine football team. 
That first bit of cetlblock ingenuity 
played a big part in Materson 's journey 
from addict to inmate to artist. He uses hi s 
intricate artwork to tell stark tales of the 
ravages of drug abuse, the loneliness of 
prison and the hope that love brings . The 
emotional pieces have been featured in 
gallery shows and public service 
announcements and have turned Materson 
into a celebrity on the outsider art scene. 
That journey is chronicled in the book 
Sins and Needles (A lgonquin , 2002), 
which he wrote with hi s wife, Melanie, 
whom he met when he was still in pri son. 
He was paroled in 1996. 
The book is filled with chilling 
moments, like the first time he shot 
• 
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I SO n _ by Brian J. Bowe 
cocaine at a cottage on Long Lake, or the 
time he bought clean needl es off of a 
small ghetto child, or the ill-fated 1987 
caij acking that led to his 25-year pri son 
sentence. But ultimately it is a tale of 
redemption - a tale of how far one can 
come after hitting rock bottom. 
"It 's a story of hope. It 's a story about 
overcoming obstacles, even though so 
many of the obstacles were self-created," 
Materson, 49 , said. 
"It just seemed to me, as well as my 
wife, Melanie, that it was just a good 
story. Here 's, basically, a white middle-
class kid who gets involved in drug abuse 
over the years and then, committing thi s 
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rea ll y stupid criminal act to get more 
money to buy drugs, ends up in pri son," 
Materson said . "The environment is 
pretty strange and harsh and scary -
and then how he survives through this 
and actually it becomes a really life-
altering- for-the-good experience." 
Life-altering for the good? Materson 
said he doesn ' t think he would have . 
found his calling as an arti st if he hadn ' t 
done time. 
"I certainly never would have had the 
time, in any stretch of the imagination , 
, in the real world to sit and embroider 
for hours on end," Materson said. "And, 
,, lo and behold, through some divine 
"TJC was absolutely the ri ght thing 
for me at the right time," Materson said. 
"I had such a difficult time with high 
school, and I was just so turned off by 
the educational system by the time I was 
14, l5 years old, that I wasn' t sure that 
I' d ever go to college. Then when I got 
introduced to Thomas Jefferson , it was 
like a whole new world. " 
It was there, Materson said , that he 
was introduced to hi s first arti stic love 
- theater. 
"That was terrific. I spent countless 
hours in the Stage III theater," Materson 
said , referring to Grand Valley 's 
experimental theater space that was 
"They're so highly personal and so 
amazingly intricate that I think they 
just blow people's minds." 
- Rebecca Hoffberger, American Visionary Art Museum 
providence or happenstance or however 
you want to call it, I meet the love of 
my life, who I probably never would 
have met either, despite the fact that I'm 
in prison. And we marry while I'm in 
pri son. All these things were going on." 
A whole new world 
In late October 1972, I was in my 
ji·eshman year at Thomas Jefferson 
College. Although I was enrolled in a 
bachelor of philosophy program, I 
focused most of my energy on the 
theate1; studying set design, construction, 
lighting, makeup, directing, and, 
of course, acting. 
- Sins and Needles 
In hi s book, Materson chronicles his 
dissatisfaction with high school. After 
he graduated, his mother Irene - a 
longtime Grand Valley employee -
encouraged him to apply. 
"She was in the philosophy department 
when I was going through Thomas 
Jefferson , and then she moved over at 
some point to the library," Materson said, 
adding that she retired in the late ' 80s. 
The liberal, self-directed environment 
of Thomas Jefferson College was 
stimulating for Materson. 
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housed in a former Grand Rapids Bible 
College building. 
Later, when he was in prison , 
Materson found himself returning to 
those times. The first time came when he 
made a fake gun and used it to escape 
from jail while he was awaiting trial. 
"I was nervous and afraid , but I 
remembered a pertinent bit of advice 
from a former college drama professor, 
Bob Moyer. If I was afraid , Bob had 
told me, I could make that fear work for 
me in the portrayal of my character," he 
wrote. 
Once he discovered embroidery, 
Materson again retu rned to theatrical 
influences - this time in a more 
positive way. 
"A lot of the love of theater is 
reflected in the artwork," he said, 
adding that some of hi s embroidery 
works are inspired by Shakespeare and 
Chekhov. 
Even before he graduated , Materson 
began hi s descent into add iction. He 
managed to graduate in 1977 with a 
bachelor 's of philosophy. 
"But there was no joy, or any of the 
fanfare that usuall y accompanies the 
receipt of a college degree," Materson 
wrote. 
Involuntary Blue 
Broken Trust 
.~ 
4 
Ray Materson and his wife, Melanie, sit on 
the porch of their New York home. Materson 
published "Sins and Needles" (above) in 
2002. The book chronicles his journey from 
addict to inmate to artist. 
Angels on the head 
of a pin 
As a crimina l, nobody would have call ed 
Materson a visionary. But that 's just how he 
is referred to as an artist. More than 20 of 
Materson's works are featured in a show at 
the American Vi sionary Art Museum in 
Baltimore called High on Life: 
Transcending Addiction. Rebecca 
Hoffberger, director and founder of the 
museum, is a big fan of Materson's work, 
calling him "one of the great masters." 
The works - which measure 2 inches 
by 3 inches and have more than 1,000 
stitches per square inch - are displayed 
with magnifying g lasses so people can 
contemplate their compli cated techni cal 
nature. 
But Hoffberger sa id it's not mere ly the 
intricacy of the work that makes it so 
powerfu l, nor is it merely the message. 
"It 's really the marriage. Ray is kind of a 
big guy, and (people) can ' t believe that he 
was able to have the patience to do such 
intricate, how-many-angels-can-you-fit-on-
the-heacl-of-a-pi n type of work, and then at 
the same time d isplay such distinct 
vignettes from hi s li fe, " Hoffberger said . 
"They ' re so highly personal and so amaz-
ingly intricate that I think they just blow 
peop le's minds." 
The museum has featured Materson in 
fi ve of its shows, Hoffberger said, adding 
that "he remains a real favorite here." 
"He came for a book signing, and he 
broke our records for the amount of people 
who came in to hear a single artist talk," 
said Hoffberger. 
The acclaim is helping Materson get hi s 
story before the public. And Materson said 
his story is an important one for the public 
to hear. 
"I th in k it puts a face on pri son inmates, 
of whi ch there are over 2 million in this 
country right now," he said. 
He aclclecl that he hopes hearing his story 
mi ght he lp criminal justice poli cy in this 
country. 
"I know ' lock 'em up and throw away 
the key ' and 'out of sight, out of mind ' is a 
popu lar poli tical platform . But the reality is 
that most of the people who are incarcerat-
ed wi ll be released. Programs are conti nual-
ly bei ng cut in the name of fisca l expedien-
cy and so you encl up locking someone 
away ... and don ' t give them anything to do 
- take away educational opportunities, 
take away art programs and stuff - and 
you encl up with a guy who's been doing 
push-ups for IO years and just got real 
mad ," Materson said. 
These days , Materson lives near Albany, 
N.Y. , and counsels troubled youths. He 
hasn ' t had much time to work on hi s art 
recently, because Melanie is undergo ing 
treatment for cancer. He says that process 
has been tough. 
"There 's extra home duties to tend to 
because Melani e just isn' t up to it as much 
as she previously was . We ' ve had a lot of 
stuff going on with the art and the book and 
such, so that every moment is li terally 
accounted for, and there's li ttle time to put 
into creating art - which is the one thing 
that I'd rea ll y li ke to be doing," he said. 
Materson has not yet had the time to 
address hi s li terary success or hi s wife 's 
illness in hi s art. 
"Oh, wou ld that I had the time to do 
some of that," he said. "I wou ld very much 
li ke to address what that has been li ke. I 
don ' t know exactly how I would do that 
yet. But the art has always been for me 
very, very therapeuti c, very relax ing. I 
could use some of that ri ght about now." 
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Nursing professional, playvvright 
named Distinguished Alumni Award recipients 
Recipients of Grand Valley 's 2003 . 
Distinguished Alumni Awards are standouts 
in two very different professions: nursing 
and performing aits. 
Grand Valley 's Alumni Association 
, Board of Directors named Lorie Rietman 
Wild, ' 80, and Max Bush, '72, as honorees. 
Wild was honored at April 26 commence-
ment ceremonies. Bush will be recogni zed 
in December. 
Professor Gregg Dimkoff, of Grand 
Valley 's Seidman School of Business, joined 
Wi ld in April as recipient of the Alumni 
Association's Outstanding Educator Award . 
Past graduates called Dimkoff, a finance 
professor, an astute communicator and 
intelligent observer of world capital. He 
writes a weekly column for The lanth.orn. 
offering fi scal advice to students and is often 
used by newspaper and telev ision reporters 
as a source for fi nancial stories. 
Dimkoff joined Grand Valley 's faculty in 
1975. He earned bachelor 's and doctoral 
degrees from Michigan State Un iversity and 
a master's degree from St. Louis Uni versity. 
Wi ld earned a bachelor 's degree in 
nursing from Grand Valley and has 
continued to advance in the field . After 
earning a doctorate, she now serves as 
director of patient care services at the 
University of Washington Medical Center. 
Her extensive back-
ground includes work 
as a paramedic, 
surgical and staff 
nurse, and clinical 
nursing faculty 
member at The 
University of 
Washington School of 
Medicine. Wild 
received a foundati on 
grant from the 
American Organization 
of Nurse Executives in 
1995, is a widely 
published author, and 
often presents work-
shops and lectures . 
Bush is a prolific 
playwright and director 
with interests in theater 
President Mark A. Murray, center, stands w ith Professor Gregg 
Dimkoff and Lorie Rietman W ild at April's commencement 
ceremony. 
education and comm unity outreach. With a 
bachelor's degree in English and a 
secondary teaching certification from Grand 
Valley, he taught at Marsha ll High School 
for three years. 
As a freelance playwright and director, 
his works have been staged throughout 
Michigan and at the Kennedy Center in 
Washington, D.C., Brooklyn Academy of 
Music, Cleveland's Karamu House, 
Goodman-DePaul School of Drama in 
Chicago, and Pittsburgh Playhouse, among 
others. 
Bush establi shed a traveling tour that has 
become a mainstay of Grand Valley's 
successfu l Shakespeare Festival. Bard To 
Go, now in its third year, makes 
Shakespeare 's works more appealing to 
younger aud iences. 
Bush and his wife live in Hamil ton. 
Three award programs honor best, brightest 
The GVSU Alumni Association sponsors 
three award programs recognizing 
outstand ing achievement and service 
of Grand Val ley community members. 
The Distinguished Alumnus/Alumna 
Award is presented at w inter and fa ll 
commencement ceremonies. Established 
in 1985, the award recogn izes alumni who 
have made outstand ing contributions to 
society, and whose ach ievements reflect 
favorably upon Grand Va lley. A panel of 
Alumni Association Board of Directors 
members makes selections based on the 
fo llowing criteria : 
• Evidence of distingu ished career or 
significant professiona l achievement. 
• Possession of integrity and stature in 
his or her fie ld. 
• Continu ing interest and contr ibution 
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to GVSU in one or more programs. 
• Demonstration in deed and action the 
importance of education received at 
Grand Va lley. 
• Be graduated at least 10 years. 
• Must not be faculty/staff or member of 
t he Alumni Association Board of 
Directors or Board of Trustees. 
• Be avai lable to attend the award 
ceremony. 
Submissions must include the 
nominee's name and address, business or 
profession, and ach ievements that 
prompted the nomination . A nomination 
form is ava ilable on-line at 
www.gvsu.edu/alumni . 
The Outstanding Educator Award 
recognizes Grand Valley professors who 
have had significant posit ive impact on 
the lives and careers of their students. 
Nominees for th is award are derived from 
an annual survey of Grand Valley alumni 
who graduated at least five years ago. 
The Alumni Service Award recogn izes 
alumni who perform sign ifi cant acts of 
service to their alma mater. 
Recipients must demonstrate 
outstanding service to Grand Valley; 
should be graduates; must be present at 
Homecoming; must not be facu lty/staff or 
member of the Alumni Associat ion Board 
of Directors or Board of Trustees. 
Nominations for the award are 
we lcome at any t ime and may be made, 
in writing, to the Alumn i Relations Office 
at 209 Alumni House, 1 Campus Drive, 
Allenda le, Ml 49401, or submitted on line 
from the alumni Web site. 
., 
• 
''de Luisterplaats'' 
honors Vanden Wyngaard 
Friends and colleagues honored 
music professor Julianne Vanden 
Wyngaard in Apri l with the 
dedication of "de Luisterplaats" 
(The Listening Place). 
The garden and outdoor seating 
area is near the Cook Carillon, the 
bell tower that has become a land-
mark of the Allendale Campus. De 
Luisterplaats is a place of peace 
where students, staff, and visitors to 
Grand Valley can pause to enjoy the 
beautiful setting and listen to the 
bells. 
De Luisterplaats is a gift from 
more than 50 donors, including 
major gifts of materials and many 
in-kind services. 
Vanden Wyngaard, a member of 
the music faculty since 1965, 
served as chair of the Music 
Department from 1984-96. 
When Cook Carillon was 
constructed in 1997, Van den 
Wyngaard was commissioned to 
learn the instrument and spent 
portions of the next three years 
studying at the Netherlands Carillon! 
School in Amersfoort, Holland. She 
received the title "carillonneur" 
from the Guild of Carillonneurs in 
North America in 1999, and 
completed diploma requirements of 
the Amersfoort school in 2000. She 
teaches and performs on the Cook 
and Beckering Family carillons. 
The latter is located at the Pew 
Campus in Grand Rapids. 
With the Cook Carillon Tower in the background, 
Ju lianne Vanden Wyngaard speaks to friends and fami ly 
who honored her by dedicating a garden in April. 
------------------------- ... -------------------------
Pioneer class to gather at Homecoming 
Forty years after their enrollment, members of the Pioneer Class of 1967 (pictured at 
the first convocation in 1963) will return to campus for a reunion. Activities will be held 
during Homecoming Weekend, October 3-4. 
They were Grand Valley 's first students. 
They took a gamble on an education at a 
college without a rich history, and one with 
few faculty or buildings . 
They are the Pioneer Class of 1967. And in 
October, they wi ll return to campus for 
Homecoming Weekend to celebrate the 40th 
anniversary of their enrollment. 
Diane (Hatch) Paton of Muskegon High 
School was the first student to enroll at Grand 
Valley. She was followed by 225 others who 
began classes in the fall of 1963. Four years 
later, they were Grand Valley 's first graduates . 
Reunion invitations were sent to Pioneer 
Class members in March. A tentative 
Homecoming Weekend schedule includes: 
• Campus tours; 
• Reception at home of John Morrison, '67 , 
and his wife Barb; 
• Roundtable discussion with current 
students and university leaders; 
• Laker football game. 
All members of the Pioneer Class of 1967 
are welcome "Back to the Valley" on October 
3-4. For more information on the reunion, 
contact GVSU Alumni Relations toll-free at 
l -800-558-054 1. 
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Future alumni members 
coordinate community service project 
Trees outside of Spectrum Hea lth and 
DeVos Children's Hospital in Grand 
Rapids were covered in 9,744 blue ribbon s 
and lights in Apri l to commemorate Child 
Abuse Prevention month. 
Members of Grand Valley's Future 
Alumni Associati on cut and tied the 
ribbons, whi ch represented the number of 
reports to Child Protective Services in 
Kent County during 2002. FAA is a 
student organi zation , fund ed by the 
Student Li fe Offi ce and advised by the 
Alumni Relations Office, dedicated to 
community serv ice and adva ncement of 
Alumni Association programs. 
"When I heard about thi s project, I 
couldn ' t help but wan t to be in volved. 
Prevention of child abuse is something I 
definitely feel pass ionate about," said 
Suzanne Schrauben, FAA vice pres ident. 
Schrauben, a seni or, vo lun teers at the 
Child and Family Resource Counci l in 
Grand Rapids. 
Schrauben and FAA President Tiffa ny 
Bowser coordinated vo lunteers to cut and 
tie ribbons to the trees. 
------------------------- ... 
Suzanne Schrauben (left) and Tiffany Bowser 
of the GVSU Future Alumni Association display 
their community service project for Child 
Abuse Prevention Month at Spectrum 
Butterworth Campus in Grand Rapids. 
Alumni golf outing shares 
date with Homecoming Weekend ::J 
The Homecoming Golf Outing, planned for 
October 4, is limited to 144 players. For the 
first time, the Homecoming outing is 
comb ined with the "All -Alum" golf outing. 
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The Alumni Relations Office invites golf-
ing alumni and friends to The Meadows for 
the I 0th annual Homecoming Golf Outing, 
scheduled for Saturday, October 4. 
With a 9 a.111 . shotgun start, the outing 
includes breakfast, practice range privileges, 
and 18 holes with cart for $65 per player. 
Golf outing committee members suggest 
participants make reservations earl y, as the 
field is limited to one fli ght of 144 players, 
or the first 36 foursomes to sign up. 
"We ' re combining the 'A ll-Alum ' and the 
Homecoming Outing thi s year," said Alumni 
~ 
Director Chris Barbee, ' 88. "We want to 
give our golfing alums a great experience. 
We have designed a great lineup of activities 
starting with golf, Homecoming events, and 
Laker football ." 
Door prizes, raffles, 50/50 drawing, silent 
auction, and giveaways will mark the "new-
look" Homecoming Golf Outing. Details 
wi ll be mailed to homes soon and posted 
online (www.gvsu.edu/alumni). 
To reserve a spot, contact GVSU Alumni 
Relations toll -free at 1-800-558-0541, or 
e-mail the on line reservation form. 
Laker fans trek 
to UC-Davis for football game 
The road to a second national 
foo tball title runs through Davis , 
California, and Laker fans will be 
there . 
Grand Valley fans will gather 
' for a weekend of fun and football 
in northern California on 
September 4-7 when the Lake rs 
open their 2003 season at the 
University of Calfornia-Davis. 
Friday activities include a touring 
Napa Vall ey's wineries and sight-
seeing in the Sacramento area. 
Saturday is game day against the 
Aggies, with pregame and 
postgame parties planned at the 
Cantina Del Cabo in Davis. 
I 
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A Grand Valley group wi ll fly 
from Grand Rapids to Sacramento 
then take a motor coach to nearby 
Davis, arriving in the afternoon . 
Laker alumni and fans who 
make their way to Davis are 
welcome to join the weekend 
activities . For more information, 
contact GVSU Alumni Relations 
toll -free at 1-800-558-054 1. Join other GVSU footba ll fans and w atch the Lakers open 
their 2003 season at the University of California-Davis. 
------------------------- ... -------------------------
Badger ready 
For the fourth year, the S.S. Badger 
will carry alumni members and their 
friends across Lake Michigan , from 
Ludington to Manitowoc, Wisconsin. 
The carferry, owned and operated by 
Bob Manglitz, ' 73 , will leave 
Ludington on Friday, August 8, at 
8 p.m. 
to cruise to Wisconsin The tour group will again stay at the Inn on Maritime Bay in 
I Calendar 2003 
July 23 
West Michigan Whitecaps "Left Field Deck" 
Game. 
Ju ly-August 
Alumni Travel Program, Departures for 
Paris.* 
Aug ust 5 
Corky Meinecke Memorial Golf Outing, The 
Meadows. 
August 8-10 
S.S. Badger Lake Michigan Voyage. 
August-October 
Alumni Travel Program, Departures for 
Ireland. * 
September 4-7 
Trip to University of California-Davi s for 
football game. 
September 20 
Alumni Association Board of Directors 
Meeting. 
September 20 
Family Day at GVSU, Al lendale Campus. 
Alumni Hospitality Event, Cook-De Vos 
Center for Health Sciences. 
Manitowoc. Families wi ll enjoy the 
lakefront activiti es, including a 
children's festival and the Wisconsin 
Maritime Museum. The S.S. Badger 
will return to Ludington around 6 p.m. 
on Sunday, August LO. 
Anyone wi shing to join the tour in 
Wisconsin can get details from GVSU 
Alumni Relations by calling 1-800-
558-0541. 
October 3-4 
Pioneer Class of 1967 Reunion, Allendal e, 
Pew Campuses . 
October 4 - Homecoming 
Alumni Golf Outing, The Meadows. 
Alumni Service Awards Dinner. 
December 5 
Alumni Service Awards Dinner, Alumni 
House. 
December 6 
Commencement, Van Andel Arena, Grand 
Rapids. 
f" * For more information on the 2003 GVSU Alumni Travel Program, contact Kim Schmidt, '88 and '00, 
fQ in Alumni Relations at 616-331-3592 or 1-800-558-0541, or via e-mai l at schmidtk@gvsu.edu. 
. . . 
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Careers 
1960s 
Dennis Potter, B.A., 1968, wrote a book, 
Prauical Concepts and Training Exercises for 
Crisis Intervention Teams, published by Chevron 
Publishing. Potter works with crisis response 
teams and is a member of the GVSU Alumn i 
Assoc iation Board of Directors. 
1970s 
Luwillis Gibson, B.S., 1972, wrote a nove l, The 
Witch 's Brew. Gibson served on the GVSU 
Criminal Justi ce Advisory Board from 1975 until 
he retired from the Michigan Corrections 
Depa rLment in 1982. 
1980s 
John Marquis, M.S.T., 1984, was named one of 
the " Best Lawyers in America" in the 2003-04 
editi on of Best Lawyers, which bases its li stings 
on a yearlong survey of attorneys. He is empl oyed 
at Warner Norcross & Judd LLP in Holland. 
Thomas Frigge, B.S., 1988, has accepted a 
position as executi ve director of Learning and 
Deve lopment fo r Morgan Stanley in New York. 
Kelly Israels, B.B.A., 1989, has accepted a 
position as product ana lyst with Meijer Inc. of 
Grand Rapids. 
1990s 
Timothy Padot, B.S., 1990, has joined Jackson 
Nat ional Life Insurance Company as di rector of 
pub li c and media re lations. 
Christine Lyon, B.S., 1991, is a communications 
spec ia li st for the Berrien County Sheriff's 
Department. 
William McGory, B.S., 1992, was promoted to 
tech sergeant in the U.S. Ai r Force. McGory has 
served in the Ai r Force for 10 years. 
Richard Samela!, B.A., 1992, has j oined Varnum, 
Riclclering, Schmidt & Howlett LLP of Grand 
Rapids as a tria l and e- business attorney. Samela! 
received a law degree from Wayne State 
Uni versity Law School. 
Daniel Scheneman, B.S., 1993, has joined WBT 
News, in Charl otte, North Carolina, as a news 
reporte r. 
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Alumni and friends enjoy the races at 
Marne's Berlin Raceway during a special 
outing in May. 
Michael Arney, B.S., 1994, is a communications 
coord inator for Corn Marketing Program of 
Mich igan, based in Lansing. 
Carey Wells, B.S., 1995, a Marine Corps 
sergeant, completed a six -month de pl oyment to 
the Western Pacific and Arabian Gu lf' while 
ass igned to the l l th Marine Exped itionary Unit, 
based in Camp Pendleton , Ca li fo rni a. 
Edwin Darrell, Jr., B.B.A., 1996, and M.Ed., 
1998, has accepted the position of remittance 
anal yst consultant at Met Life in Tampa, Florida. 
Robert Ken; B.A., 1996, has accepted a tenure-
track faculty position at the Uni versity of 
Wisconsin-Platteville as an assistant professor of 
geography. Kerr had been a vi siting researcher at 
Dartmouth College. 
Carl John Trupp, III, B.S., 1996, gracluatecl 
magna cum laucle with a doctorate degree in 
chiropractic from Life University in Marietta, 
Geo rgia . 
Dana (Gleeson) Evert, B.B.A., 1997, accepted 
the position of human resources manager with 
ThyssenKrupp Materials Inc . of Detroit. 
Kalyn Redlowsk, B.B.A, 1998, received a law 
degree from Michigan State Un iversity- Detroit 
College of Law. Redlowsk is an assoc iate attorney 
at Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone PLC in 
Kalamazoo. 
Amy (Nyhuis) Ziel, B.B.A., 1998, has joined the 
human resources department at Macatawa Bank as 
a human resources generali st. 
Tiffany Abbott, M.Ed., 1999, accepted a position 
at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth , 
Texas , as director of fraternity and sorority affa irs. 
Gregory Ayers, B.F.A., 1999, was promoted to 
electroni c media designer at Alexander Marketing 
Services in Grand Rapids. 
Zachariah Brevis, B.B.A., 1999, was promoted 
to intern program manager/grassroots ass istant 
d irector for Armenian Assembly of Ameri ca in 
Washington , D.C. 
Rachelle (Grimmer) Warrick, B.B.A., 1999, was 
promoted to SAP HR project implementation team 
leader at Holland USA Inc. of Muskegon. Warrick 
has worked in the human resources department for 
three years. 
The dedication ceremony for "de 
Luisterplaats" featured music played on 
the Cook Carillon Tower by, from left to 
right, Anna Colby, Karen Myers, and Diane 
de Vries, '89 and '96. 
2000s 
Carl Apple, Jr., B.S., 2000, is a full -time reporter 
for FOX 17 News in Grand Rapids. He had 
worked as a production ass istant at WGVU-TV 
and also served for four years in the military. 
Jennifer Ottinger, B.A., 2001, is the event 
coord inator for the Walter P. Chrysler Museum in 
Auburn Hill s. 
Bonnie Runnels, B.S., 2001, is a program 
coordinator for RSVP-Senior Neighbors Inc. of 
Grand Rapids . 
Brian Tenenbaum, B.S., 2001, is the general 
manager for the Thara ldson Enterprises/Comfort 
Suites Hotel in Peori a, Ari zona. 
Kristin Vaughn, B.S., 2001, has joined the Rains 
Group Inc. in Bingham Farms as a benefit analyst. 
David De Vore, B.B.A, 2002, is the area sa les 
manager for OnStar, a Genera l Motors company, 
and XM Radio for the San Francisco and Hawaii 
regions. 
Joseph Gore, III, M.Ed., 2002, is a financial aid 
counselor at Grand Valley. 
Chad Sutliffe, M.Ed., 2002, is the principal at 
Morley Elementary School in Grand Rapids . 
Sutliffe had worked as an e le mentary teacher, 
educational director, and principa l. 
Marriag~s _ __ _ 
1990s 
Shellie Helmker, B.S., 1990, and Jim Cholke on 
November 16, 2002. 
Colleen Murphy, B.A., 1992, and Matt Blauvelt 
on May 25, 2003. 
Michelle Crump, B.S., 1994, and Mark Morelen 
on July 20, 2002. 
Lisa Vines, B.A., 1995, and Jamar! Eiland, 
B.B.A., 1993, on February 25, 2003. 
Kristi Brenner, B.F.A., 1996, and Hacli Kadri on 
December I 0, 2002. 
Matthew Mellenberger, B.S., 1996, and Amanda 
Meeks on October 12, 2002. 
Carl .John Trupp, III, B.S., 1996, and Jennifer 
Gildersleeve on Jul y 14, 200 1. 
Alumni and fam ily members relax aboard the 
S.S. Badger on a cru ise from Lud ington to 
Man itowoc, Wisconsin. Th is year's cru ise will 
sai l on Aug ust 8. 
Sarah Haddouche, B.S. , 1997, and Craig Oomen 
on January 30, 2003. 
Lisa Selinger, B.B.A., 1997, and Brian Crouch, 
B.S.E., 2001 , on October 6, 2001. 
Lisa Kuyers, B.S.N., 1998, and Ken neth Turk on 
Ji111e l, 2002. 
Stephanie Hemenway, B.S., 1999, and Harold 
Munson on Septe111ber 7, 2002. 
Tracey Storey, B.A. , 1999, and M.B.A., 2000, 
and John Ohm, B.S., 2001, on October 19, 2002. 
2000s 
Wendy Dubay, B.S., 2001, and Craig Berens on 
Dece111ber 14, 2002. 
Todd Manusos, B.S., 2001 , and Alana Hanson on 
June 15, 2002. 
Joseph Mitchell , B.S., 2002, and Nicole Dean on 
June 22, 2002. 
Natalie Schroder, B.S., 2002, and Charl es 
Hibbard on Dece111ber 28. 2002. 
Corinne Shercl , B.A., 2002, and Michae l Sibley 
on October 12, 2002. 
Betsy Strohschein, B.S., 2002, and Jesse 
Meerman on December 20, 2002. 
Births 
1980s 
A son, Mi les Vansen Cuppy, on November 23 , 
2002, to Jacqueline (Vansen) Cup1>Y, B.F.A., 
1987, and her husband William Cuppy, B.S., 
1995. The fa mi ly res ides in Grand Rapids. 
A son, Aidan Davis, on February 25, 2003 . to 
Ancira (Davis) Parks, B.S., 1988, and her 
husband Brad. Aidan is welco 111ed by hi s brother 
Nathan. The fam il y resides in Denver, Colorado. 
1990s 
A daughter, Lindsey Nicole, on October 23, 2002, 
to Michael Kossick, B.S., 1990, and his wife 
Jennifer. Lindsey is welcomed by her sister 
Madeline. The fam il y res ides in Greenwood, 
Indiana. 
A son, Hayden Clark, on September 17, 2002, to 
Laura (Robinson) Long, B.S., 1990, and Tom 
Shirley Kleiman, '86, and her husband Steve 
look at messages on commemorative bricks 
on the patio of the Alumni House and Visitor 
Center. 
Long, B.S., 1996. The fami ly res ides in Hamilton. 
A son, Brendan Ja111es, on September 17, 2002, to 
Cynthia (Haverdink) Reed, B.S.I\., 1990, and 
her husband Scott. Brendan is we lco 111ed by 
sibli ngs Ada 111 and Lindsey. The fam il y resides in 
Fennville. 
A son. Braden Juli us, on March 3, 2003, to Kelly 
(Wirth) Jancek, B.S., 1993, and John .Jancek, 
B.S., 1991. Braden is welcomed by siblings 
Zachary, Brock, and Jack. The fami ly resides in 
Grandville. 
A son, Ada111 Matthew, on January 17, 2003, to 
Eric Hoekstra, B.S., 1994, and hi s wife Renee. 
The fami ly resides in Grandvi ll e. 
A son, Aidan Tho111 as, on February 20, 2003, to 
Stephanie (Snow) Johnston, B.S., 1994, and her 
husband John .Johnston, B.S., 1992. Aidan is 
welcomed by his sister Allison. The fa111i ly resides 
in Thompsonville. 
A son, Tyler Mitchell , on February I , 2003 , to 
Jeffrey Kilarski, B.S., 1994, and hi s wife Laura. 
Tyler is welcomed by hi s sister Hannah. The 
fa111ily resides in South Lyon. 
A daughter, Olivia Margaret, on September 11 , 
2002, to Jennifer (Buller) King, B.S., 1994, and 
her husband Adam . The famil y res ides in Fenton. 
A son, Gavin Craig, on March 4, 2003, to Rusty 
Merchant, B.S., 1994, and hi s wife Jane. Gavin is 
welcomed by his sister Peyton . The fa mi ly res ides 
in Grand Rapids. 
A daughter, Alli son Faith, on September 5, 2002, 
to Debby (Christner) Johnson, B.A., 1995, and 
her husband Michae l. All ison is welco 111ed by her 
sister Hannah. The fa111 il y resides in South Lyon. 
A daughter, Isabella Rose, on November 17, 200 I, 
to Amy (Ferguson) Kancles, B.S.N., 1995, and 
Mark Kancles, B.S., 1995, and M.S., 1997. The 
fa mil y lives in Lincoln Park. 
A son, Dylan Ja111es, on January 16, 2003, to 
Jennifer (Moine) Teeling, B.S., 1995, and M.S., 
1999, and Brian Teeling, B.B.A., 1995. The 
fa mily res ides in Clawson. 
A son, Grant Markus, on January 4, 2003, to 
Melissa (Watkins) Clark, B.B.A., 1996, and her 
husband Steven. The famil y res ides in Pinckney. 
A son, Ca111de11 Johnathon, on December 4, 2002, 
to Carl John Tru1>p, III, B.S., 1996, and his wife 
ALUMNI I BRIEFS 
Jenni fe r. Camden is welco111ed by his sister 
Elizabeth. The fam ily res ides in Yale. 
A son, Calder Andrew, on October 28, 2002, to 
Shannon (Snyder) Burton, B.S., 1997, and her 
husband Andrew. The fa111i ly resides in Albion. 
A daughter, Emily Grace, on December 23, 2002, 
to Christine (Alonzo) Carlisle, B.A., 1997, and 
her husband Aaron. The fami ly res ides in Fort 
Belvo ir, Virginia. 
A daughter, Jordan Eli zabeth, on February 21, 
2003, to Lisa (Selinger) Crouch, B.B.A., 1997, 
and Brian Crouch, B.S.E., 2001. The famil y 
resides in New Balti111ore. 
A son, Seth Thomas, on May 2, 2002, to Brandy 
Gallagher, B.S., 1997, and Tom Gallagher, B.S., 
1998. The fa mily res ides in Traverse City. 
In Memoriam 
William D. Yerkes, Grand Rap ids, Mich igan, 
Professor Emeri tus, on March 29, 2003. 
Dorothy VanMeter, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
B.S. , 197 1, in March. 
Irene (Chargost) Bien, Grand Rapids, Michi gan, 
B.S., 1976, on February 18. 
Marilyn Eaddy, Kentwood, Michigan , M.Ed. , 
1977, on January 6. 
Cynthia Pleimling, Dollar Bay, Michigan , B.S., 
1977, on February 26. 
Jody (Hester) Cross, Grand Rap ids, Michi gan, 
B.B.A. , I 983, on January 31. 
David Crittendon, Detroit, Mich igan, B.S. , 1986, 
in January. 
Matthew Start, Coopersvill e, Michi gan, B.S ., 
1999, on March 23. 
To submit a br ief for an upcom ing issue of 
Grand Valley Magazine, send an e-ma il to 
K im Schmidt, ' 88 and ' 00, at 
schmidtk@gvsu.edu, or ma il i t to GVSU 
A lumni Relations, 207 A lumni House, 
l Campus Drive, A ll endale, Ml 4940 I . 
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Ron Perkins drag races during summer weekends in a souped-up VW Beetl e. 
With the brake engaged and the car 
id ling, the engine roars with so much 
fo rce that the rear end sways back and 
forth. 
Not notic ing the engine's deafening 
roar, he stares intently at fo ur starting 
lights mounted on a pole. In less time than 
it takes to sneeze, they will light up 
sequenti a lly - amber, amber, amber, then 
green. His adrenaline surges. 
And well it should . Ron Perkins sits in 
a Vo lkswage n Beetle ready on green to 
tear down a quarter-mile strai ght track in 
less than 12 seconds. 
34 I Sum mer 2003 
Perkins, learning resource coordin ator 
fo r Grand Valley 's Kirkhof Schoo l of 
Nursing, discovered a new hobby last 
summer: drag racing custom-built YWs. 
Thi s season he brings a new baby to the 
track: a modified 1955 YW with a 
checkered racing fl ag deca l on its door 
panels. Last year he raced a 1960 VW 
convertible that he had morphed into a 
racecar. 
Perkins said he expects to shave sec-
onds off hi s time this season because hi s 
new car is lighter and has more engine 
power (230 horsepower) than the ' 60. At 
- by Michele Coffill 
1,100 pounds, rac ing models carry more 
fiberglass than the ir I ,700-pound street 
counterparts. 
His new ride came courtesy of an even-
up trade wi th another VW zealot in Idaho. 
Like [nternet sites devoted to matching 
singles, VW fa ns surf the Web looking for 
vehic les and parts, and gushing about their 
Bugs . 
To keep up hi s end of the trade, Perkins 
shipped the bl ack 1960 VW to Idaho. 
"I buil t that engine to get it about 180, 
190 horsepower. A stock VW has about 50 
horse," Perkin s said . "With the rebuilt 
motor, you need to rebuild the transmission, 
brakes . Everything needs to be redone to 
handle the increased horsepower." 
He rebuilt that car without (officially) 
testing how fast it could go until last summer. 
In what now must seem a previous life, 
Perkins was content to tinker with engines 
and show hi s cars as a member and past 
president of the Vintage VW Club of West 
Michigan. But, like an idling engine, his 
need for speed grew hotter. 
"I told my wife that I wanted to race," 
he said. 
Jayne Perkins didn't need much 
convincing. Her friend Craig Fahl races a 
2002 Camaro for Shayner Racing and Ron 
and Jayne are members of hi s crew. When 
they're not at the track with Fahl, Jayne 
and their children, Lucas (8) and Emma 
( I l ), are in the pits for Ron. 
"It's good fami ly fun . We' re out at the 
track almost every weekend," he said. 
Perkins has raced at U.S. l3 l Motorsports 
Park in Martin and Mid-Michigan 
Motorplex in Stanton. He said he wou ld 
like to D·y Route 66 Raceway in Joliet, 
Illinoi s, a mecca for drag racers. 
Perkins seems a natural. In his first race 
at Martin, he flew down the track at 93 
mph in 14.4 seconds. When it was over, the 
track announcer told the crowd what 
Perkins already knew. 
"He said over the loudspeaker, 'That's 
one respectab le Bug,"' Perkins said. 
He is often the onl y Volkswagen driver 
at the track. Perkins said there are races 
specifi cally for souped-up VWs, but he 
would rather test hi s mettle aga inst other 
cars. 
"I want to see what it can do against 
other cars," he said . "No one ever expects 
it to go that fast. Also, I guess I've always 
liked the underdog." 
By the end of the 2002 racing season, 
Perkins was able to trim his time by more 
than l second (an etern ity at that speed) 
and make consistent starts. Starting lights 
on the pole drivers call the "Christmas 
tree" go from the last amber to green in 0.5 
seconds. Drivers who react in less time are 
disqualified. After one fa lse start and one 
start at 0.6 seconds, Perkins has made 
li ghts at 0.52 and 0.53 seconds. 
"When you ' re at the staging area, it's so 
cool. You don ' t hear anything, because 
you ' re so foc used," he said. "The adrenaline 
is phenomenal. And when you' re at the 
lights, the car 's rear end is just sway ing 
back and forth. " 
Ironicall y, when he 's not speeding down 
a straight track in a VW, Perkins drives a 
Geo Meb·o. Jayne drives a Chevy Suburban 
and also tools around in a vintage stock 
1967 VW that Ron plans to tinker with this 
summer. 
'T m building her a turbo engine," he 
said. 
OFF ITHE PATH 
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